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Abbreviations:
Technologies: Fluid Dynamics – CFD; Structures – FEA; Thermal – HT; Electromagnetics – CEM; Dynamics
& Controls – C&D; Computational Geometry – CG; Scientific Visualization – SV; Systems Modeling – SM;
Controls & Electronics – C&E; Machine Learning – ML; Cloud Applications - CA
Offerings: New Product Development – NPD; Design Approval Studies – DAS; Engineering Simulations
Services – ESS; Custom Engineering Software - CES

Aerospace and Defence
No.

Title

Page

Offerings

Tech

Aerospace Systems
1 Prediction of Drag Polar of MAV at Low Reynolds Number

26

ESS

CFD

2 Pressure Recovery Analysis of Various S Shaped Ducts

27

ESS

CFD

ESS

CEM

ESS

CFD

3 Estimation of RCS and Hot Spots for UAV
4

CFD Acoustics Coupling for Noise Estimation from Landing
Wing Configuration

5 Development of a Doubly Curved Antenna Surface

28

NPD

CEM

6 Design and Analysis of Composite Landing Gear for UAV

29

NPD

FEA

7 Mesh Generation for Fighter Aircraft with and without CCM

ESS

CFD

8 Production of Alternate Drawings for Antenna Pod

ESS

FEA

30

DAS

CFD

31

ESS

CFD

32

DAS

CFD + FEA

ESS

CEM

9

Development of Aero Acoustic Optimization Framework for
High Lift Wings

10 Estimation of Unsteady Pressure Field for Space Vehicle
11

Aero-Structural Optimization of Winglet for Regional
Transport Aircraft

12

On-Premises Workshop on Techniques for Electromagnetic
Code Development
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13

Computation of Scattering Parameters of Radar Absorbent
Material

33

CES

CEM

14

Delivery of Customized Software for RCS of Partially Open
Cavities

34

CES

CEM

15

Parallelization of Stealth Software for Full Aircraft RCS
Prediction

35

CES

CEM

36

DAS

CFD

CES

CEM

CES

CFD

ESS

CFD

16 Effect of Sensor Installation on Aircraft Performance
17

Software for Characterization of Material for their Radar
Absorption Property

18

Development of Customized Software for Simulation of Gas
Turbine Compressor

37

19 Effect of Sensor Installation on Maneuvering Aircraft
20

Effect of Sensor Installation on Pitching Behavior of Fighter
Aircraft

ESS

CFD

21

Store Separation Analysis from Fighter Aircraft & Comparison
with Flight Trial Trajectory

DAS

CFD

CES

CFD

NPD

FEA

CES

D&C + CFD

ESS

CFD

DAS

CFD

CES

CEM + CG

CES

CEM + CG

CES

CEM

DAS

CFD

NPD

D&C

CES

CEM

DAS

CFD

22 Parallelization of in house CFD Code for UAV Applications
23 Design and Fabrication of Deployable Boom
24

38

Integration of 6DoF Code with CFD Software for Separation
Analysis

25 Estimation of Roll Rate for Laser Guided Bomb
26

Aerodynamic Evaluation of Fairings for Installation of Sensors
on Aircraft

Customized Mesh Generation Software for RCS Computation of
27 Duct Cavity
28

Development of FVTD based RCS Prediction Code on
Unstructured Mesh

29

Software Development for Generation of Space Antenna
Surfaces

39

30 Separation Analysis of 500Kg Store from Fighter Aircraft
31

Design and Development of Micro-Controller for Probe
Deployment in Space

32

Design and Development of Computational Electromagnetic
Codes for Stealth Applications

33

Aerodynamic Analysis of Sensor Installation on Interface
Beam
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34 Separation Analysis of Aerodynamically Unstable Store

DAS

CFD

ESS

CFD

ESS

CFD

CES

CFD

DAS

CFD

CES

CFD + FEA
+ D&C

40 Estimation of Dynamic Damping Derivatives for MALE UAV

ESS

CFD

41 Distortion of RWR Antenna Pattern from Aircraft Structure

ESS

CEM

42 Installation Effect of Interface Beam on Aircraft Aerodynamic

ESS

CFD

43 Fatigue Analysis of Jet Engine Test Cell Augmenter Tube

ESS

FEA

44 CFD Analysis for Air Intake Duct of Gas Turbine Engine

DAS

CFD

DAS

CFD +FEA
+ HT

35

On-premises Training of Engineers on Numerical Optimization
Techniques for Aerospace Designs

36

Fluid Dynamic and Thermal Study for Power Supply Heat
Exchanger

37

Performance Prediction of Air Cartridge Propellant using
Chemical Equilibrium

42

Store Separation Analysis of Pre-Fragmented Category Store
38 from Ground Attack Aircraft
39

Customized Software for Aerodynamic and Structural Design
of Parachute

43

45

Aerothermal and Structural Design of Low Hypersonic Wind
Tunnel Nozzle

46

Work Package for Simulating Pre-Flight Store Separation
Trajectories for Fighter Aircraft IOC

ESS

D&C

47

Aerodynamic Characterization and Trajectory Prediction of
Finned Bomb

DAS

CFD

48

Work Package for Modeling & Design of Small Unmanned
Airship

ESS

FEA

NPD

D&C + C&E

CES

D&C

DAS

CFD

ESS

CFD

CES

CFD

DAS

FEA

NPD

FEA

ESS

D&C

49 Development of Altitude Hold Controller for Airship

44

45

50 Control Dynamics for Unmanned Airship
51

Store Separation Analysis of Low Drag Bomb from Supersonic
Aircraft

52 CFD Analysis of Reconnaissance UAV with External Payload
53

Consultations for Parallelization of Inhouse CFD Code for
Aerodynamic Calculations

54 UHF Antenna LRU Installation Studies on Aircraft
55

Design of Cooling Scheme & Thermal Analysis of Hypersonic
Wind Tunnel Nozzles

56 Work Package of Post Flight Data Analysis of Fighter Aircraft
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57

Aero-Structural Analysis for Expansion of Envelope of Tail Unit
of Aerial Bomb

DAS

CFD + FEA

DAS

FEA

DAS

CFD

Store Separation Simulation of Aerial Bomb for Critical Flight
Conditions

DAS

CFD

61 Supply of Modified StripZ Software with Development of 2D
PCBs from 3D Surfaces for FSS

CES

CFD

58 Structural Analysis of LRU Installations on Military Helicopter

47

59 Bomb Drop Simulation from Multi Rack Aircraft Configuration
60

62

Work Package for Multi-Store Separation using In-house Code
for Fighter Aircraft FOC

ESS

D&C

63

Knowledge Engineering Software for Design and Performance
Analysis of Ram Air Parachute

CES

CFD + FEA

ESS

FEA

64 Work Package for Design & 3D Modeling of Mini Airship System
65

Effect of Launcher Ejection Velocity on Store Separation Runs
of General-Purpose Bomb

ESS

FEA

66

Work Package for Mesh Generation on Fighter Aircraft
Configurations & Subsystems

CES

CFD + SV

ESS

CFD + D&C

ESS

CFD + HT

49

NPD

D&C + FEA

50

DAS

FEA

CEM

CFD + D&C

ESS

CFD + HT

67 Aerodynamics and Trajectory Prediction of Bomb with Fins
68

Conjugate Heat Transfer Analysis of Aerial Store for
Temperature Rise during Flight

69

Design, Development & Supply of Thrust Cradle for Testing IC
Engine of Airship

70 Airworthiness Certification of Helicopter Apparatus Air Lift
71

48

Work Package for Automating Flight Performance Analysis for
ODM Validation

72 Thermal Profiling of Airborne Aircraft Antenna
73

Structural Analysis of Aircraft Seat Handle for Weight
Reduction

ESS

FEA

74

Comparative Analysis of Store Separation Dynamics against
Flight Trials

ESS

CFD

75

Work Package for CFD Analysis of Aircraft Configurations &
Subsystems

CES

CFD + CG

DAS

CFD + D&C

ESS

HT

76 Flare Separation from Military Helicopter
77

Optimization of Electronic Assembly for its Thermal
Management
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78

Development of Software for Heavy Drop Dynamics
Simulations

79 Structural Analysis of Frame Assembly Against Inertial Loads

CES

D&C

52

DAS

FEA

80

Aerodynamic Design of Air Cycle Machine for Aircraft Pod
Cooling

53

NPD

CFD

81

Conceptual Design of Ground Handling Equipment for Heavy
Cargo Handling

54

NPD

FEA

82

Design of 2/2 Normally Closed Solenoid Valve as per
Specifications

55

NPD

CFD; FEA

83

Software for Design, Sizing and Performance Estimation of
Axial Piston Pumps

56

NPD

CFD

NPD

CFD + FEA

CES

ML

NPD

CFD

CES

CFD + D&C

88 Analytical Modeling of Electro-Hydraulic-Servo Valve

NPD

CFD

89 CFD Analysis of Jet Engine Exhaust Collector

ESS

CFD

57

ESS

CFD + HT

58

DAS

CFD + HT

92 Dynamics Studies of Nose Panel Opening Using CFD

59

DAS

CFD + D&C

93 Estimation of Inlet Flow Distortion for Supersonic Aircraft

60

DAS

CFD

CES

ML + CFD
+ D&C

84 Design of Assembly & Testing Setup for Axial Piston Pumps
85

Simulation of Target Engagement using High Energy Weapon
System

86 Design and Analysis of 3/2 Direction Control Solenoid Valve
87

Development of Parachute Flight Dynamics and Trajectory
Simulation Software

90 Estimation of Heat Flux for Launch Vehicle
91

94

Heat Flux Analysis of Hypersonic Technology Demonstrator
Vehicle

Machine Learning Framework for Proximity Effect of Aircraft on
Store Aerodynamics

95 PO / PTD Technique for RCS Prediction

61

CES

D&C

96 Optimal Placement of Sensor on Aircraft for Early Warning

62

DAS

SV

97 Assessment of Store Separation Under Wind Gust Conditions

63

DAS

CFD

64

CES

CFD + HT

65

DAS

CFD

66

CES

CFD

Land Systems
98

Customized Software for Thermodynamic Analysis of Wankel
Engine

99 Analysis of Noise Suppression in MSMC Gun
100 Customized Analysis Software for Muzzle Brake of a Gun
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101

CFD Analysis and Software for Gas Operated Automatic
Weapon

102

Inspection and Commissioning Support during Rocket Sled
Realization

103

Customized Software for Structural Design of Electromagnetic
Rail Gun

104

Software for Design of Gas Operated Reloading in Automatic
Gun

67

CES

CFD

DAS

68

105 Modelling of Ventilation System for Large Span Hanger

CES

FEA + CEM

CES

CFD

ESS

CFD

106 Life Estimation of Hydro Spring Type Recoil System

69

DAS

CFD

107 Design Review of Mechanical Timer

70

DAS

FEA

71

CES

CEM

72

DAS

CFD

108

Electromagnetic Performance Optimization of Rail gun
Configurations

109 Centrifugal Water Pump Design for Rotary Engine
110

Design Optimization of Muzzle Brake for 155 mm Artillery
Gun

73

NPD

CFD + FEA

111

Laser Threat Detection with Optimized Sensor Location and
Decoy

74

CES

CEM

112

Thermal Analysis of Bullet Proof Canopy for Large Projectile
Launcher

CES

HT + CFD

113 Customized CFD Software for Aerodynamics of FSAPDS

CES

CFD

114 CFD Data Generation against Wind Tunnel of Sabot Separation

ESS

CFD

115

Design, Development and Prototype Fabrication of FSAPDS
Penetrator Fin

NPD

D&C

116

Analytical Software Development for Bullet Proof Jacket Virtual
Verification

CES

FEA + CFD

117 Structural Analysis of Artillery Shell During In-Bore Travel

75

ESS

FEA

Modified Air Intake System for Higher Capacity Engine of
Combat Vehicle

76

ESS

CFD

ESS

CFD + HT

ESS

CFD

118

119 CFD Analysis of Cooling of Engine Compartment
120

CFD Study on Amphibious Capability of Upgraded Infantry
Combat Vehicle

121

Simulation of Balloting and Sensitivity Analysis of FSAPDS
Ammunition

77

DAS

D&C

122

Rifle Recoil Performance Analysis and Optimization of using
Muzzle Brake

78

DAS

CFD
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123 Design Analysis and Modifications to Recoil of Artillery Gun

DAS

CFD

DAS

FEA

124

Design Improvement of Artillery Gun Sub-Systems for
Structural Integrity

125

Internal Ballistics Calculations for Different Caliber Artillery
Guns

DAS

CFD

126

External Ballistics Software for Generating Range Tables of
Artillery Guns

CES

D&C

127

Design of Kinetic Energy Penetrator Shot for Existing Cartridge
Case

NPD

FEA

128

Configurational Analysis of Armour Layers for STANAG 4591
Protection

DAS

FEA

129

Aerodynamic Design of Canard for Course Correction Fuze of
Artillery Shell

NPD

FEA

130

Design of Lateral & Roll Control for Course Correction Fuze of
Artillery Shell

NPD

D&C

ESS

D&C

80

ESS

CEM

133 Floatation of Futuristic Infantry Combat Vehicle using SPH

81

ESS

CFD

134 Usage of SPH for Projectile Penetration Analysis

82

CEM

FEA

135 Characterization of Hydrofoil for Control of Ship

83

DAS

CFD

136 Estimation of Flow Characteristics for a Marine Propeller

84

DAS

CFD

137 Design Verification of Naval Subassembly for Shock Load

85

DAS

FEA

86

NPD

FEA

DAS

FEA

87

ESS

CFD

88

DAS

CFD

DAS

FEA

ESS

FEA

DAS

FEA

79

131 Simulation of Elevation & Traverse Mechanism for Artillery Gun
132

Analysis of Radome During Severe Storm for Structural
Integrity

Naval Systems

138

Conceptual Design and Performance Analysis of Naval
Arrester System

139 Design Modification of Naval Subassembly for Approval
140

Prediction of Pressure Transients during the Launch of Plug
from Tube

141 Hydro Structural Analysis of Buoy Cover
142

Structural Analysis of Buoy Cover & Design Modification of its
Hinge Design

143 Detailed Analysis of Naval Steering Gear Systems
144 Design FEM Analysis of Garbage Ejector and Cartridge Ejector
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145 Supply of Extended Thickness Measurement Software Module
146

Design for Hydrodynamics and RADAR Cross Section of Naval
Vessel

147

Radar Cross Section Prediction of Stealth Vessel Hull Form and
Superstructure

90

CES

FEA

91

NPD

CFD + CEM

ESS

CEM

ESS

CG

ESS

FEA + D&C

148 Structured Mesh Generation an Australian Naval Hull
149

Shock, Vibration and Motion Analysis of Ship Structure during
Missile Launch

150

Motion Estimation of Underwater Maneuvering Target using
Bearing Only Data

CES

D&C + CFD

151

Range Table Generation for Naval Rockets and Validation with
Existing FCC Data

CES

D&C

152

Design and Development of Composite material Centrifugal
Pump for Sea Water Recirculation

NPD

CFD + FEA

153

Design & Development of Composite Material Submersible
Dewatering Pump

NPD

CFD + FEA

154

Water Impact & Underwater Trajectory Calculation for Naval
Object

DAS

CFD + D&C

155

Design, Development of Test Rig for 125 TPH Composite SeaWater Pump

NPD

CFD + FEA
+ SM

156

Functional, Performance & Environmental Qualification of
Pumps for Naval Specifications

NPD

CFD + FEA

NPD

C&E

92

93

94

157 Design & Qualification of 5HP DOL Starter
158 Stealth Assessment of Full-Scale Airborne and Naval System

95

ESS

CEM

159 Ship Air Wake Simulation for Flight Safety

96

ESS

CFD

97

ESS

CFD

161 Aerodynamics Analysis of a Launch Vehicle Configuration

ESS

CFD

162 Aerodynamic analysis of MBRL Rockets

ESS

CFD

ESS

CFD

ESS

CFD + HT

CES

D&C + CFD

CES

CFD + D&C

Rockets and Missiles
160 Aerodynamic Analysis of a Guided Aerial Store

163 Separation Analysis of Cruise Vehicle from Launch Vehicle

98

164 Grid Generation Studies on Cruise Vehicle
165 Performance Characterization of Air Breathing Engine
166

Customized Software for Development of Extended Range
Rocket
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167 Aerodynamics and 6 DOF Trajectory Prediction of MBRL Rocket
168

D&C + CFD

ESS

CFD

CES

CFD

CES

CFD

101

CES

D&C

Hypersonic Transport Vehicle Aerodynamics and Propulsion
Modelling

169 Unsteady Simulations on Spinning Guided Artillery Rocket
170

CES

100

Customized Software for Aerodynamic Design of Missile
Configurations using Euler CFD Method

171 Development of Trajectory Correction Module for Rocket
172

Software for Design of Thermal Protection Liner inside Rocket
Nozzle

102

CES

CFD + HT

173

Aerodynamic Analysis of Rockets with Brake Rings and
Trajectory Prediction

103

CES

CFD

174 Simulation Software for Pulse Detonation Engine

104

CES

CFD

175 Design and Development of Supersonic Rocket Sled

105

NPD

CFD + FEA

176 Customized CFD Software for Scramjet Engine

106

CES

CFD

177 Aero Structural Analysis of Extended Range Rocket

107

ESS

CFD + FEA

178 Aerodynamic Analysis for Weaponization of Aircraft

108

DAS

CFD

109

CES

D&C + ML

180 Study of In-bore Ballistics for Tip-Off during Rocket Launch

110

CES

D&C

181 Development of Fire Control Computer for Rocket Launch

111

CES

D&C

182 Guided Missile Configuration Design using CFDExpert-Missile

112

CES

CFD + D&C

183 Fire Simulation for Explosion Containment

113

ESS

CFD + HT

184 Aerodynamic Analysis of Air-to-Air BVR Missile

114

ESS

CFD

ESS

CG

ESS

CFD

ESS

D&C

179

Using Image Processing Techniques for Estimating Rocket TipOff

185 Mesh Generation for Sparrow Missile
186

Estimation of Aerodynamic Coefficients for Anti-Tank Guided
Missile

187

Workshop on Numerical Analysis & Techniques for Defence
Systems

188

Customized Software for Aero Structural Analysis of Flight
Vehicles

116

CES

CFD + FEA

189

Correction Factors for Solid Rocket Performance Prediction
Code

117

CES

CFD + HT

190 Software for Preliminary Design of Solid Propellant Rocket

118

CES

D&C + CFD
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191 Prediction of Liner Erosion from Rocket Plume Impingement
192

119

Advanced Training on Mathematical Modeling & Simulation of
Defence Systems

193 Estimation of Packing Density for Solid Rocket Propellant

CES

CFD + HT

ESS

CFD

DAS

FEA

ESS

CFD

194

Assessment of Nose Shape and Taper on Aerodynamic
Stability of Missiles

195

Study of Factors Affecting Dynamic Instability of Spinning
Projectile

DAS

D&C

196

Comparison of Different CEM Methods for Accurate Prediction
of Missile RCS

DAS

CEM

DAS

D&C

DAS

CFD + FEA

CES

CEM

120

197 Configurational Analysis of ATGM for Improving Static Margin
198 Aero-Elasticity Analysis of Spinning Projectile
199

121

Customized Software for RCS Prediction of Various Geometrical
Configurations of Projectiles

200 Assessment of Fin Designs for Spinning Artillery Rocket

122

ESS

CFD

201 Thermo-Structural Analysis of Cracking of Nozzle Throat Insert

123

ESS

HT + FEA

124

DAS

CFD + FEA

202

Optimization of Tail Design for Naval Rocket for Deviation
Correction

203

Impact of Geometric Irregularities & Bodily Damage on
Supersonic Missile Stability

ESS

D&C

204

Incorporation of Launch Dynamics & Nozzle Arrangement into
Trajectory Prediction Software

ESS

D&C

ESS

CFD

205 Aerodynamic Load Estimation on Launcher using CFD
206 Design, Development and Fabrication of Rocket Loader

125

NPD

FEA

207 Process Analysis Optimization & Software for SRP Mixing

126

CES

CFD

208

Mesh Generation for Installed Air Intake Configuration of Solid
Fuel Ramjet Missile

CES

CG

209

Additional CFD Runs for Clearance of Launcher for Complete
Flight Envelope of Platform

ESS

CFD

210

Structural Analysis and Design Improvement of Missile
Container

ESS

FEA
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211

Modularization of Missile Trajectory and Control Code for Real
Time Software in Loop Simulation

CES

D&C

212

Work Package for Mesh Generation & CFD Analysis of Installed
Air Intake Configurations

ESS

CG + CFD

213 Drop and Vibration Analysis of Instrumentation Box for Missiles

ESS

FEA

214

Development of Guidance and Control Algorithm for Artillery
Rocket

CES

D&C

215

Work Package for Reacting Flow Simulations for Liquid Fuel
Ramjet Combustor Configurations

ESS

CFD

216

Certification of Launcher and Missile for Safe Flight and
Separation

ESS

CFD + D&C

217

Work Package for Multi-Disciplinary CAE Analysis of Liquid Fuel
Ramjet System

ESS

CFD + FEA

218

Plume Impingement and Hang Fire Conditions Studies for
Missile-Platform Integration

ESS

CFD + HT

219

Simulation of Rail Launch Dynamics & Separation Trajectory for
Air-to-Air Missile Integration on Aircraft

ESS

D&C

220

Comparative Analysis of Missile Plume Profiles for Aircraft
Engine Ingestion Studies

ESS

CFD + HT

221

Missile 6DoF Code Development for Real Time Multiple PC &
OBC-in-Loop Execution

CES

D&C

222

Simulations of Propellant Filling during Casting of Solid Rocket
Motors

ESS

CFD + HT

223 Design and Analysis of Disrupter Plate for Plume Impingement

DAS

CFD + HT

ESS

CEM

ESS

CFD + HT

DAS

D&C + CFD

DAS

D&C + CFD

ESS

CFD + HT

224

127

128

Calculation of Equivalent Scattering Centers for Target
Configurations

225 Post-Trial Data Analysis for Calculation of Erosion Depths
226 Trajectory Prediction of Store Separating from Aircraft

129

227 Store Separation Runs towards Limited Envelope Certification
228 Flexible Plume Code Development
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Industrial Sector
No.

Title

Page

Offering Tech

Fluid Machinery
229 CFD Analysis for Pump Sump Flow

ESS

CFD

230 Fan Performance Analysis and Design Software

CES

CFD

231 Investigation of Effect of Vortex Breaker in a Pump Sump

ESS

CFD

232 Pressure Drop Estimation for Control Valve

ESS

CFD

233 Software for Design and Analysis of Fans

CES

CFD

CES

CFD

235 Hydraulic and Thermal Analysis of Control Valve

ESS

CFD

236 CFD Analysis of 6 Inch Control Valve for Cv Prediction

ESS

CFD

237 Dynamics Simulation of Water Flow in an Open Canal

ESS

CFD

ESS

CFD

239 FEM Analysis of Control Valve

ESS

FEA

240 Prediction of Excess Thickness n Body of a 6 Inch Control Valve

ESS

FEA

241 Estimation of Thermal Expansion & Strains in 4 Inch Control Valve

ESS

FEA + HT

242

Design Modification of Valves for Reduction of Full Open Pressure
Drop

ESS

CFD

243

Pressure Drop Estimation for Family of Valves Ranging from 2 Inch
to 8 Inch NB

ESS

CFD

244

Optimization of Valve Body Thickness Profile for Internal Pressure
Load

ESS

FEA

245 Structural and Vibration Analysis of Control Valves

ESS

CFD

246 Software for Design of Boiler Fan

CES

CFD

247 Vibration Analysis of a Large 12 Inch Valve

ESS

FEA

248 Development of Simulation Tool for Condensate Pump

CES

CFD

249 Surge Analysis of High-Pressure Pipes in Desalination Plant

CES

CFD + FEA

250 CFD and Thermal Analysis of Cage Guided Globe Valve

ESS

CFD + HT

251 Design Optimization of Boiler Circulation Pump

ESS

CFD

234

238

Performance Estimation and Design Optimization of Cooling
Tower Fan

Prediction of Flow Pattern & Pressure Loss Region inside Valve
using CFD
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252 Simulation of Flow Transients During Pump Switchover

ESS

CFD

253 CFD Analysis of Wind Acceleration Device

ESS

CFD

254 SPH Tool for Open Channel Flow Problems

CES

CFD

ESS

CFD

256 Minimization of Flow Transients in Pump Flow Circuit

ESS

CFD

257 Performance Analysis of Low Head Water Turbine

ESS

CFD

258 Sump Analysis of Storm Water and Irrigation Pumping Stations

ESS

CFD

259 Performance Analysis of Butterfly Valves and Non-Return Valves

ESS

CFD

260 Structural Analysis of Fan Impeller

ESS

FEA

261 Flow Induced Vibration of Centrifugal Pump

ESS

CFD

CES

CFD

263 CFD Analysis of Vertical Turbine Pump Sump

ESS

CFD

264 Design Calculations of Tank under Hydrostatic Loading

ESS

FEA

265 Suitability of Angular Position of Delivery Pipeline by CFD Analysis

ESS

CFD

266 Cv Calculation for Double Block and Bleed Plug Valve

ESS

CFD

267 Hydraulic Optimization of 6 Plug Valves by Cv Estimation

ESS

CFD

268 CFD Software for Pump Performance Prediction

ESS

CFD

269 FEM Analysis of 4 No. Fan Impellers

ESS

FEA

270 Design of Cyclone Separator for Flour Collection

ESS

CFD

271 Delivery of Modified FanZ Software for Design of Fan Blades

CES

CFD

272 CFD Simulations and Experimental Comparison for Pump Sumps

ESS

CFD

273 Design Improvement and CFD Analysis of Pump Intake Sump

ESS

CFD

ESS

FEA

275 FM Approval Documents for RCT470 and RCT430 Tanks

ESS

FEA

276 Mesh Generation for Cyclone Separator for Australian Industry

ESS

CFD

277 FEA Analysis of 3D Rotor Assembly of COG Blower

ESS

FEA

278 FEA Analysis of Air Surge Vessel

ESS

FEA

279 Design of Air-Knife for Removal of Moisture from Food

ESS

CFD

255

262

274

Surge and Structural Analysis for Pump Intake and Discharge
Pipe

FanZ Software for Aerodynamic and Structural Design of Cooling
Tower Fans

Design Calculation Reports for Layered Tanks as per FM Global
Standard
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280 CFD Studies for 3 Nos Cooling Tower Fan Blades

ESS

CFD

281 FEA Analysis of Motor and Blower Mounting Frame

ESS

FEA

282 Design of In-Pipe Hydro Turbine for Municipal Corporation

NPD

CFD

283 FEA Analysis of FGR Blower Impeller

ESS

FEA

284 Design of Cyclone Separator for Higher Dust Load

ESS

CFD

285 Design Optimization of Low Retention Time Juice Clarifier

ESS

CFD + FEA

286 Stress Analysis of Lafarge Kiln ID Fan Impeller

ESS

FEA

287 Structural Analysis for Bonnet of Seated Gate Valve

ESS

FEA

288 Structural Analysis of Closed Type Fan Impeller

ESS

FEA

289 Extension of Studies for Low Retention Time Juice Clarifier

ESS

CFD

290 CFD Analysis of Sump Well for Design Ribs at Suction Bell Mouth

ESS

CFD

291 Delivery of FanZ Software with Improved Off-Design Features

CES

CFD

292 Covered Pump Sump CFD Simulation for Column Induced Vortex

ESS

CFD

ESS

FEA

294 FEM Analysis of Rf-30562 Impeller of Bag Filter Fan

ESS

FEA

295 FEA Analysis of Rf-30797 Impeller of ID Fan

ESS

FEA

ESS

FEA

297 FEA Of Rotary Juice Screen to Prevent Breaking

ESS

FEA

298 CFD Analysis of Cane Juice Clarifier Scrapping Arrangement

ESS

CFD

299 CFD Analysis for Rotating Impeller of Paper Pulp Equipment

ESS

CFD

300 Torsional Analysis of RF 28212 Impeller

ESS

FEA

301 CFD Analysis of Sump for Gazoldoba project

DAS

CFD

293

296

Finite Element Analysis for Impeller of Flue Gas Recirculation
Blower

CFD based Simulation for Modified Pump Sump Design due to
Higher Water Levels

302

Design Modification of Duct Louvers for Optimal Cooling of Gas
Turbine

ESS

CFD + HT

303

Design Improvement of Regenerative Pump for Higher Pressure
Output

DAS

CFD

304 Simulation of Open Tank Type Pump Sump Intake

DAS

CFD

305 Simulating Free Surface Flows using SPH

CES

CFD
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Heavy Equipment
306

Validation of CFDExpert For Automotive Aerodynamics

ESS

CFD

307

Investigation of Dust Ingression Into an SUV

ESS

CFD

308

Mesh Generation Software for Nuclear Applications

CES

CG

309

Analysis of Orbital Motors for Wear Prediction

ESS

CFD

310

Cellular Convection Studies in Roof Top of Fast Breeder Reactor

CES

CFD + HT

311

Thermal and Magneto-hydrodynamic Analysis of Thermo
Nuclear Reactor Modules

ESS

HT + CFD +
CEM

312

CFD Analysis Software for Analysis of Power Generation Process
and Equipment

CES

CFD + HT

313

Thermal Hydraulic Analysis of Fuel Sub-Assemblies of Fast Breeder
Reactor

CES

HT + CFD

314

Simulation of Flue Gas Ducts for Flow Uniformity

ESS

CFD

315

Characterization of Blockages in Nuclear Fuel Pin Bundle

CES

CFD

316

CFD Analysis of Underwater Nozzle

ESS

CFD

317

Development of Customized GUI for Fire Dynamics Simulator

CES

CFD

318

Flue Gas Path Analysis in ESP Inlet and Outlet Ducts

ESS

CFD + HT

319

Analysis and Consultation for Thermal Sink Design

ESS

HT

320

Sale of CFD Software for Process Engineering Simulation

CES

SM

321

Lateral and Torsional Analysis of Blower Fan Shafts

ESS

FEA

322

Value Engineering for Weight Reduction of Portable Compressor
Canopy

DAS

SM

323

Structural Analysis of Retractable Platform

ESS

FEA

324

Structural Analysis of Sollector Solar Tracking System

ESS

FEA

325

Heat Transfer Studies for Continuous Strip Casting

ESS

CA + HT

326

Structural Analysis of Knuckle Boom Crane

ESS

FEA

327

Structural Design Calculations for Store Crane

ESS

FEA

328

Structural Analysis of Sugar Dryer Assembly

ESS

FEA

329

Structural Analysis of Revised Solar Collector Dish

ESS

FEA

330

Design, Analysis and Drawings for Marine A-Frame

NPD

SM

331

Torsional & Lateral Analysis of Fan Shafts

ESS

FEA
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332

CFD Analysis of Fabric Filter for Optimization of Flow Distribution

ESS

CFD

333

Assessment of Heat Transfer Using Jet Impingement

ESS

CFD + HT

334

Shock and Vibration Analysis for Certification of Electronic
Equipment

DAS

FEA

335

CFD Modeling of Power Plant Ducts for Flow Uniformity

ESS

CFD

336

Analysis of Cold Air Velocity Test for Boilers

ESS

CFD + HT

337

Design Verification of a Marine Deck Crane

DAS

FEA

338

Analysis of CAVT Measurements for Power Point Boilers

ESS

CFD + HT

339

Design Calculations and Structural Analysis of Slew Crane

DAS

FEA

340

Lateral and Torsional Analysis of PH Blower Fan

ESS

FEA

341

Finite Element Analysis of Catalyst Mix Vessel

ESS

FEA

342

Analysis of Modified PH Blower Fan Shaft

ESS

FEA

343

Assessment of Pressure Vessel for Transportation Load

ESS

CFD

344

Optimization of Flow Network for Jet Impingement Cooling

ESS

CFD

345

Torsional Analysis of Fan Shafts

ESS

FEA

346

Delivery of CAVT Analysis Report for Boiler Erosion Pattern

ESS

CFD + HT

347

Lateral, Torsional and FE Analysis of Impeller for Korean Project

ESS

FEA

348

Modeling and Detailing of FRP Toilet

NPD

FEA

349

Pressure Drop Estimation for Drift Eliminator using CFD

ESS

CFD

350

Design Optimization of Single Isolated Floating Solar Raft

DAS

CFD

351

Modeling and Detailing of FRP Toilet without Insulation

DAS

FEA

352

Determination of Pressure Drop Across Single Wall Drift
Eliminator

ESS

CFD

353

Determination of Pressure Drop Across Double Wall Drift
Eliminator

ESS

CFD

354

Profile Modification of Drift Eliminator to Avoid High Pressure
Drop

ESS

CFD

355

Structural Design Improvement for Artificial Palm Tree Leaves

ESS

FEA

356

Torsional - Lateral Analysis of Fan Shafts along with Coupling

ESS

FEA

357

Profile Modification of Drift Eliminator to Avoid Reverse Pressure
Flow at Blade Exit

ESS

CFD

358

Torsional Analysis for Two Drive Shafts

ESS

FEA
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359

Modal and Rigid Body Analysis for Chain Drive

ESS

FEA

360

FEM Analysis of Stack Tapping

ESS

FEA

361

Simulation of Fluid Free Surface Pressure inside Rotating Tyre

ESS

CFD

362

Structural Analysis for Design Approval of Rolling Stock Hotel Load
Converter

DAS

FEA

363

Design Verification of Flow Field inside Combustor

DAS

CFD

364

CFD Analysis for Improving Ball Collection Efficiency for On Load
Tube Cleaning System

ESS

CFD

365

Non-Linear FEA of Palfinger Crane Structure

ESS

FEA

366

Design and Development of Low Base Agricultural Tractor Trailer

NPD

SM

367

Design & Validation of Foldable Pallet for LPG Cylinder Transport

NPD

CFD

368

Review of CFD-FEA Simulations for Observed Failure of Solar
Tracker in Field

DAS

CFD + HT

369

Redesign of Drift Eliminator with Different Spacing

ESS

CFD

370

Structural Analysis for Supporting Cradle of Steel Furnace

ESS

FEA

371

Structural Analysis of Composite Material Engine Cover

DAS

FEA

372

PSD Vibration Analysis of Automobile Controller Module

DAS

FEA

373

Selection & Design Consultation For 1 Mw Hydel Installation

DAS

SM

374

Wind Load CFD Analysis for Roof Top Solar Plant

ESS

CFD

375

Effect of Reduced Spacing on Pressure Drop Across Drift
Eliminator

ESS

CFD

376

FEM & Torsional Analysis of Impeller & Shaft

ESS

FEA

377

Torsional Analysis of Dopol ID Fan Shaft

ESS

FEA

378

Thermal Analysis of Gas Turbine Engine Enclosure

ESS

CFD + HT

379

Estimation of Wind Load on Roof Solar Installation of 1000 Panels

DAS

CFD

HVAC Analysis
380

Discomfort Prediction from Wind Turbulence in Balcony of
Elevated Building

ESS

CFD

381

Customized Software for Estimation of Ceiling Fan Performance

CES

CFD

382

Fire Ventilation Strategies for Building with World’s Tallest
Atrium

DAS

CFD + HT
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383

Mesh Generation for CFD Analysis of Natural Ventilation in Biofuel
Plant

CES

CG

384

Vehicle Smoke Simulation for a Large Basement Parking

ESS

CFD + HT

385

Fire and Smoke Analysis in a 3 Level Car Park

ESS

CFD + HT

386

Design of Local Smoke Ventilation Strategies from High Rise
Building

ESS

CFD + HT

387

Design of Jet Fan Layout for Smoke Ventilation from Underground
Basement

ESS

CFD + HT

388

Evaluation of Smoke Containment Strategies for a Business HQ at
Bandra Kurla Complex

ESS

CFD + HT

389

CFD Analysis and Optimization of Industrial Air Supply Duct Shed

ESS

CFD

390

Impact of Test Environment on Air Delivery of Ceiling Fan

DAS

CFD

391

Analysis of Thermal Effect of ODU in High Rises

ESS

HT + CFD

392

Flow around Buildings using Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) on
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)

CES

CFD

393

Ventilation Analysis of Railway Station

ESS

CFD

394

Study of Degradation of Performance of Outdoor Unit of HighRise Buildings

ESS

CFD

395

Assessment of Occupant Comfort in a Long Lobby Corridor of
Super tall Residential Tower

ESS

CFD + HT

396

Assessment of Outdoor Unit Performance against Winds at High
Rise Tower

ESS

CFD + HT

397

ODU Analysis for Multiple Towers of High-Rise Residential Towers
in Mumbai

ESS

CFD + HT

398

Thermal Stacking Analysis for a High-Rise Project in Mumbai

ESS

CFD + HT

399

Fire and Smoke Analysis for Navi Mumbai Railway Station
Basement

ESS

CFD + HT

400

ODU Analysis for Luxury High Rise Building Project

ESS

CFD + HT

401

Wind Load Estimation on Fabric based Car Park Shade

ESS

CFD + HT

402

Thermal Stacking Analysis for ODU Installations in High-Rise
Project

ESS

CFD + HT

403

In Choke ODU Installation Analysis for Building Project in Mumbai

ESS

CFD + HT

404

CFD Analysis for Ducted Basement Ventilation System

ESS

CFD + HT

405

ODU Selection for High Rise Towers based on Thermal Stacking
Analysis

ESS

CFD + HT
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406

Thermal Stacking Analysis for Side Discharge ODU Units

ESS

CFD + HT

407

Analysis of Exhaust Gas Duct Designs

ESS

CFD + HT

408

Air Flow Analysis Around Large Resort

ESS

CFD

409

Pressure Drop Estimation for Exhaust Duct with Reverse Wye
Junction

ESS

CFD

410

CFD based Design Iterations to Locate Smoke Hogs at Large Resort

ESS

CFD

411

CFD Analysis on Poker Table Ventilation Towards Smoke
Mitigation

ESS

CFD

412

CFD Analysis for Pharma Rooms for Ventilation and Comfort
Studies

ESS

CFD + HT

413

CFD Analysis of Improved Ventilation Concepts for Smoke
Removal from Casino

ESS

CFD + HT

414

Sub-Model Analysis for Smoke Removal inside Casino

ESS

CFD + HT

415

Thermal Stacking Analysis for ODUs Installed in Small Choke Ducts

ESS

CFD + HT

416

Analysis of Casino Sub models using Hybrid Ventilation Concept

ESS

CFD + HT

417

ODU Installation Analysis inside Choke for Large Mumbai Project

ESS

CFD + HT

418

External Flow Analysis over Condenser Units for Exhaust
Recirculation

ESS

CFD + HT

419

Analysis of Clean Room for Identification of Turbulent Zones

ESS

CFD

420

CFD Analysis of Modified Clean Room for Achieving Flow
Laminarity

ESS

CFD

421

CFD Analysis of Two Ventilation Concepts at a Pharma Factory

ESS

CFD

422

CFD Analysis for Condenser Layouts in a Yard of Data Server Bank

ESS

CFD + HT

423

Clean Room CFD Simulation with Optimal Wall Cutouts and
Equipment Relocation

ESS

CFD

424

CFD Analysis of Air Vent's Aeraulics for Optimal Throw

ESS

CFD

425

Mesh Generation for Air Vents of Passenger Car

ESS

CG

426

Prediction of Turbulence Induced by Air Jet from Perforated Tiles
in Data Centers

ESS

CFD

427

Ventilation Analysis of Indoor Gun Firing Range for Flow
Uniformity

ESS

CFD + HT

428

Prediction of Hot Generator Exhaust Trajectory for Recirculation

ESS

CFD + HT

429

Optimization of Generator Height in Corridor based on Analysis of
Multiple Wind Direction

ESS

CFD
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430

Unsteady CFD Simulations for Temperature Rise in Data Center
during Power Outage

ESS

CFD + HT

431

External Flow Analysis Over Data Center with Generator &
Condenser Units

ESS

CFD + HT

432

Recirculation Analysis of Dry Cooler Discharge in Narrow Alley

ESS

CFD + HT

433

Wind Loads Analysis Over Fabric Roof Shades of a Commercial
Building

ESS

CFD

434

Thermal Analysis within Shelter of a Generator Engine

ESS

CFD + HT

435

Estimation of Wind Loads Over the Canopy of Stadium Stands

ESS

CFD

436

Estimation of Heat Flux from Transformer Oil Pool Fire

ESS

CFD + HT

437

Thermal Simulation of Loss of Cooling inside Data Center

ESS

CFD + HT

438

Mitigation Analysis of Exhaust Recirculation in a Condenser Yard

ESS

CFD + HT

439

Optimization of Inlet Plenum Guide Vanes for Minimum Pressure
Drop

ESS

CFD

440

COVID-19 CFD Simulation to Predict the Spread of Droplet and
Aerosol in a Ventilated Office Space

ESS

CFD

441

Effective Contaminant Reduction in Classroom using Local Air
Filters

ESS

CFD

442

CFD Analysis of COVID Air Curtain at Dental Operating Room

ESS

CFD

Hitech
443

ZNTutor-CFD™ – A Tool for Teaching Fluid Mechanics

ESS

CFD

444

Sale of GridZ for Educational Research Labs

ESS

CFD

445

Sale of GridZ for Educational Research Labs

CES

CFD

446

Development of Tensor Visualization Software

CES

SV

447

Training & Workshop at Colleges

ESS

CFD

448

Development of Customized Pre-processing Module for Electron
Beam Designer

CES

CG

449

Workshop & Training to Scientists on Computational Fluid
Dynamics

ESS

CFD

450

Development of CAE Software on Grid Computing Framework

CES

CFD

451

Sale of CFDExpert to Engineering Colleges

CES

CFD

452

CFD Workshop for Practicing Professionals

ESS

CFD
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453

Delivery of Engineering Simulation Services to Global Business

ESS

CFD

454

Development of a Custom 3-D Visualization Tool for Metal
Casting Analysis

CES

SV

455

Simulation of Induction Heating Furnace

CES

CFD + HT

456

Software for Simulating Flow Over Urban Environment

CES

CFD

457

CFD Workshop at Adhiyaman College of Engineering

ESS

CFD

458

Sale & Training Workshop on CFDExpert-Lite at MIT Alandi

CES

CFD

459

Custom Software for Generation of Damping Characteristics of
Shock Absorbers

CES

FEA

460

Software Development for Visualization of Ocean Related
Meteorological Data

CES

SV

461

Boxarr Case Study for Simulating Inter-Dependence in
Development of Complex Defence Platform

ESS

D&C

462

Design of Containment Chamber for Blast Welding

NPD

FEA

463

Development of Embedded Software for Motorola RFID Reader

CES

C&E

464

Sale & 2 Day Training on CFDExpert-Lite in Engg College at Ongole

CES

CFD

465

Supply of 32 Node Computing Hardware to Triveni Turbines

DAS

C&E

466

Supply of 64 Core Second Cluster to Triveni Turbines

NPD

C&E

467

Software for Performance Prediction of Electric Tubular Heating
System

CES

CEM

468

Development of Spring Dashpot Code for Tooth Movement
Prediction

ESS

SV

469

Web Portal for Storage, Display and Analysis of Clean Air Data

CES

CA

470

Software for Aligner based Orthodontic Treatment Planning

CES

SV

471

AMC for HPC System PZC1600

NPD

C&E

472

Random Vibration Response Analysis for Automotive Electronic
Component

DAS

C&E

473

Implementation of IPR Features of Dental Portal

CES

SV

474

Cloud Application for Mold Filling Simulation

CES

CA

475

Training & Handover of Math Model after Due Validation Process

CES

CFD

476

Load Transfer Analysis for Foot Insole

ESS

FEA

477

AMC for High Performance Computing System

ESS

C&E
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478

Simulation of Metal Filling in Cast Cavity

479

Demonstration of Machine Learning for Sea Asset Identification

480

Climatological Spatial Data Mapping using Machine Learning
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131

CES

ML

132

CES

ML
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WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS
No.

Title

Venue

Year

1

CFD Basics and Applications

CDAC, Pune

2004

2

Advanced Course in CFD for Aerospace Applications

CDAC, Bangalore

2005

3

Computational Fluid Dynamics for Industrial Applications

IIT Bombay

2006

4

CEM and Calculation of Radar Cross Section (RCS)

CDAC, Bangalore

2006

5

CAE Applications for Missiles

RCI, Hyderabad

2007

6

Six Degrees of Freedom Modeling and Simulation of
Aerospace Vehicles (by Prof Peter Zipfel, Univ. of Florida)

CDAC, Bangalore

2007

7

CFD Research and Industrial Applications

SPCE, Mumbai

2007

8

CFD Basics and Application

NTPC, Noida

2007

9

Computational Methods in Electrochemical Corrosion

IIT Bombay

2008

10

Computer Aided Engineering for Industrial Applications

SPCE, Mumbai

2008

11

CFD Analysis in Chemical Engineering

IIT Bombay

2008

12

CFD Research and Industrial Application

MIT, Pune

2008

13

Computer Aided Engineering for Marine Engineering

IIT Kharagpur

2008

14

Computational Electromagnetics: Basics and Applications

IETE/NARL Tirupati

2008

15

Num Methods in Conservation Laws for Compressible Flow

TBRL, Chandigarh

2009

16

CFD Basics and Application

NPCIL, Mumbai

2009

17

FEM for Antenna Electromagnetics Application Part I and II

SAC Ahmedabad

2010

18

Computational Electromagnetics and its Applications

CDAC, Bangalore

2011

19

Computational Fluid Dynamics: Design and Analysis

Hyderabad

2011

20

Workshop on Radar Cross Section Estimation using
Numerical Techniques

DL, Jodhpur (P 133)

2012

21

CFD Workshop for Practicing Professionals

Various Places

2012

22

Workshop on Numerical Analysis and Techniques for
Scientists

ARDE, Pune

2012

23

Advanced Workshop on Num Analysis and Techniques for
Scientists

ARDE, Pune

2012

24

CFD Workshop at Adhiyamaan College of Engineering

Hosur (P 134)

2013

25

Workshop on Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization

Airbus, (P 135)

2013
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SECTOR:
Aerospace SYSTEMS
------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
Engineering Simulation
Services
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS

PREDICTION OF DRAG POLAR OF MAV AT LOW REYNOLDS
NUMBER
Our customer was an educational institute who engaged in the design and
development of UAVs. The objective of the project is to compare the
aerodynamic performance of MAV using CFD with that of wind tunnel
experiment. To simplify the mesh generation and reduce time of
simulation, the institute allowed us to ignore the landing gear in the
simulation. Wind tunnel data was generated after the simulations were
already completed.
Zeus Numerix carried out CFD based simulation study for zero-degree
AoA case of the MAV. The geometry was not given as a CAD and had to
be created using in-house surface generation tool GridZ. The surfaces
adhered to the topology that will be required to generate a structured
multi-block mesh that went up to 2.1 million. CFDExpert® software with
laminar flow was used to solve the aircraft as the freestream velocity was
extremely low. Simulation was executed on a parallel 16 node Linux
cluster. Good convergence was obtained and then the residual oscillated
due to tip vortices.

Figure 1: (a) Pressure on MAV surface (b) Tip Vortices
The results of simulation compared well with experimental data with the
lift deviating only 0.5% from the experimental value. The drag was underpredicted as the landing gears were not modelled in the CFD model. Good
accuracy of the simulations could be attributed to the structured multiblock mesh generated on the MAV that could be controlled to have more
meshes near the surfaces and tip of the wing.
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SECTOR:
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
-------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
ENGINEERING SIMULATION
SERVICES
-------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS

PRESSURE RECOVERY ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS S SHAPED
DUCTS
Our customer is a government organization known for developing airborne surveillance systems for the services. The customer is developing a
high-power surveillance system to be fitted externally to the aircraft fuselage. High power requirements necessitate higher cooling requirements through ram air. However, higher mass flow rate of ram air can
increase the drag on the aircraft. The problem statement was to have an
S shaped intake duct with minimum drag for required cooling.
Zeus Numerix used inhouse commercial CFD code CFDExpert for the aerodynamic analysis. Initial simulations were carried out on NASA S Duct
where the experimental data was available for comparison. Mesh independence and quantitative validation was completed on NASA geometry
and best practices for these kinds of simulations was established. Based
on the results eight candidate geometries were designed for simulation
and performance prediction.

Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and simulation result
Simulations revealed that in few cases flow separated from the lower
surface forming a separation bubble and again reattaches to the surfaces.
In few cases the flow does not separate but has flow discontinuity at the
entry and exit thereby generating non-monotonic velocity variations at
those locations. The customer was provided with pros and cons of each
candidate geometry that helped in arrival of final geometry for fabrication
and testing.
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SECTOR:
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
BUILD TO SPECIFICATIONS
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
ELECTROMAGNETICS

DEVELOPMENT OF A DOUBLY CURVED ANTENNA SURFACE
Our customer is a leading research lab and is involved in the design and
development of large antenna. Since these are specialized antenna, their
shape is in form of doubly curved surfaces using complex mathematical
algorithms. For the antenna to function, it is covered with sheets and
conductor wires on top of the sheet. The requirement is to have the
conductor wires parallel in the projected 2D plane for proper functioning.
Since this is extremely high accuracy application, the wires are to be
aligned with high accuracy.
Complex mathematical surface was generated by coding the algorithms.
To ensure accuracy, very fine mesh was used to generate the surface.
Since only 2D flat strips can be pasted on the surface to populate it with
conductor wires, the whole surface was divided in various strips.
Optimization algorithm was written to make the strips of non-equal
width, but same error bound. Once the strips were generated very thin
conductor wires were generated on the strips. To fix the strips on the
antenna surface marker points are generated. These help in the
alignment while fabrication.

Figure 3: Grid lines and strips on the antenna
Customized software has been developed that is end-to-end software for
this application. The software can take coefficients, STL and IGES file as
surface input and then automatically generates the outputs. Automatic
report is also generated that gives brief idea of all the inputs and vital
output parameters easing the documentation.
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SECTOR:
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
BUILD TO SPECIFICATIONS
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
STRUCTURES

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE LANDING GEAR
FOR UAV
Our customer is engaged with development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) for military reconnaissance and surveillance. As an upgrade of an
existing UAV, the customer was aiming for design and integration of
Landing gear system. The design process required adherence with FAR 23
regulations so that landing gear design is analyzed for different load
conditions.
Zeus Numerix designed a GFRP / EPOXY based landing gear that is nonretracting type, tricycle with steerable nose wheel and two main wheels.
Longitudinal location of main and nose landing gear was determined
based on CG location, static loads and tip back angle. The lateral location
was governed by turnover angle, turning radii and ground clearances. The
design was analyzed by FEM simulation using non-linear layered shell
element for handling orthotropic properties. Simulations corresponding
to 2.7g drop test and one wheel landing conditions fine-tuned the
thickness and geometrical parameters of landing gear. Finally, tires were
recommended based on maximum speed and load.

Figure 4: (a) Representative Image of landing gear (b) Stress on
main and nose landing gear
The customer was delivered with a comprehensive design and analysis
report along with detailed manufacturing drawings. The delivery from
this project was used by the customer to obtain an approval from
certification agency for activities related to integration and flight testing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AERO ACOUSTIC OPTIMIZATION
FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH LIFT WINGS
Our customer is a global corporate R and D group that supports futuristic
aircraft development programs through cutting edge technology inputs.
Recent laws pertaining to noise pollution demands aircrafts to cut noise
by 1/3rd during take-off and approach near populated areas. In such
situations, the major contributor of noise is deflected flaps of high-lift
wing configuration. Since aerodynamic lift and farfield noise are closely
related to each other, multi-disciplinary optimization is needed to
minimize noise while maintaining aerodynamic performance.
Zeus Numerix developed a coupled CFD-CAA optimization workflow on
Kepler framework using its proprietary analysis tools. CFD simulation
generates unsteady pressure field around the wing, which is transformed
into Dipole / Monopole acoustic sources. An FWH based acoustics solver
generates directivity plot of farfield noise. This simulation framework is
coupled with automated structured mesh generator and GA optimizer to
allow automated aero- acoustics assessment of candidate wing designs.

Figure 5: Various plots explaining noise generation around the
wing
Through the project partner CDAC, customer was delivered the
integrated optimization framework on a grid computing resource. For the
given free-stream condition, the framework identified the optimum flap
and orientation. Down from the original noise level of 72.1dB, optimized
configuration generated noise level of 68.7dB i.e. a reduction of
32.3percentage.
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ESTIMATION OF UNSTEADY PRESSURE FIELD FOR SPACE
VEHICLE
Our customer is a subsidiary of multi-national Aerospace and Defence
Corporation that provides civil and military space systems and services.
They are prime contractor for an expendable launch vehicle that is used
to deliver payloads into geostationary orbits. They were interested in
estimating unsteady pressure field exerted on the external surface of
launch vehicle during its ascent for direct use in vibro-acoustic analysis. A
numerical simulation tool to predict unsteady field in the frequency range
of 5 Hz to 1000 Hz was thus desired.
Zeus Numerix employed coupled CFD-CAA methodology for calculating
noise sources generated by flow entrainment of rocket exhaust jets.
Unsteady compressible flow field using URANS (Unsteady Reynolds
Averaged Navier Stokes) was simulated on proprietary CFD tools. Noise
sources were classified along the jet boundary as monopoles, dipoles and
quadruples. Lastly, an FW-H (Ffowcs-Williams Hawkings) acoustic solver
was developed to calculate noise at target points.

Figure 6: Control surface enclosing the zone of turbulence in rocket
jet
The customer was delivered with the detailed numerical analysis report
containing data for sound pressure level (dB) at different frequencies,
noise propagation around the jet and acoustic load on fairings. It was
concluded that mesh sizes greater than 15 million cells were a must for
reasonable prediction. Higher mesh refinements and LES turbulence
model will be needed to simulate for frequencies greater than 200 Hz.
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AERO-STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF WINGLET FOR
REGIONAL TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
Our customer is a high technology-oriented institution with a mandate to
develop aerospace technologies as well as design and build small /
medium sized civil aircrafts. For regional transport aircraft, winglets were
considered an essential design feature as they reduce the induced drag.
However, winglets also produce additional bending moment for which
main wing needs to be strengthened. Therefore, an optimized winglet
design was desired that gives maximum drag reduction with minimum
weight increase.
Zeus Numerix adopted Genetic Algorithm based optimization technique
for winglet design. Winglets were aerodynamically evaluated using 3D
Navier Stokes CFD simulations, whereas their impact on structural weight
of composite wing was determined using FEA analysis. In an automated
manner, approx. 1000 candidate designs were evaluated. Due to massive
computing requirement, Zeus Numerix implemented and executed the
optimization framework on grid computing architecture.

Figure 7: Versatility of CFDExpert-Missile in Analyzing Various
Missile Configurations
The customer was delivered with the parametric design of winglet that
demonstrated 14percentage reduction in drag. The customer was also
shown the feasibility of carrying out complex design optimization using
GA, which is now possible due to availability of the computing resources.
This exercise helped customer to prove the readiness-level of using
frontier simulation technologies for aircraft design.
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COMPUTATION OF SCATTERING PARAMETERS OF RADAR
ABSORBENT MATERIAL
Our customer is a premier Defence establishment involved in the
development of stealth technology which aims at reducing radar cross
section (RCS) of military vehicles and projectiles. An effective way to
reduce RCS is by applying coatings of radar absorbent material (RAM) on
the surface. RAM coatings may be composed of a single material or a
composite mixture for enhanced capabilities. To design these coatings,
their behavior needs to be understood for their scattering (S) parameters.
Zeus utilized edge-based FEM to develop generic electromagnetic (EM)
field solver. RAM S parameters placed in a waveguide were computed for
various frequencies of incident EM waves. The solver used unstructured
tetrahedral mesh and solves the linear system of equations to obtain
electric fields at edges. The field values are then used to calculate the
reflection and transmission coefficient used to compute S-parameters.
Zeus Numerix developed an analytical tool to compute effective electrical
permittivity and magnetic permeability of a composite mixture material
from microstructure of base material and randomly distributed fillers.

Figure 8: Cell centered electric field intensities
The client was provided with the generic software which takes
geometrical and electromagnetic properties of the material as inputs and
computes its S-parameters. They used the software to study various types
of material and composites to design the most effective coating for
reducing RCS. This significantly saves time and cost earlier required in
analyzing various coatings using experiments.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
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DELIVERY OF CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR RCS OF
PARTIALLY OPEN CAVITIES
Our customer is a research organization engaged with technologies of
signature management or low observability of airborne platforms. They
perform measurements of radar cross section (RCS) from partially open
cavities. To minimize RCS interference from surrounding structure, these
cavities are created on and IEEE defined almond shaped geometry. To
supplement experiments, the customer desired an RCS software custom
developed for partially open almond cavities.
Due to moderate electric size of cavity, Zeus Numerix offered its
proprietary Finite Volume Time Domain (FVTD) Maxwell equation solver
for far field and near field RCS calculation. The almond shape and the cavit
shape were parameterized given the constraints. GUI was developed in
coordination with customer that would generate a structured multi-block
mesh automatically for the given geometry parameters. Software was
given intelligence to generate mesh as per the incident EM frequency and
geometric shape with greater mesh density at corners.

Figure 9: (a) Custom Software for Almond Cavity (b) Mono static
Farfield RCS Pattern
The software was validated for several IEEE shapes where analytical
results were available. Validation was also done on geometries that were
tested experimentally. The custom-built RCS software was commissioned
on large scale parallel computing facility. Studies were done to find the
scale-up obtained on the facility. Customer experienced many fold
increase in productivity due to automation ensuring frequency specific
meshes and no manual operations. Software is being used for
optimization of intake ducts.
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------------------------------◼
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PARALLELIZATION OF STEALTH SOFTWARE FOR FULL
AIRCRAFT RCS PREDICTION
Our customer is the lead agency responsible for design and development
of fifth generation stealth multi role fighter aircraft. The aircraft needs to
incorporate design-based stealth features such as optimized airframe
shaping and edge matching. For assisting design process, the agency plans
to employ its proprietary RCS prediction code based on PTD method.
However, this code was written a decade ago and suffered from issues
like non-intuitive user input method, very large run time for big aircraft
geometries and absence of RCS specific post processing module
Zeus Numerix transformed the customer’s code into a user-friendly GUI
driven software package. The original serial code was parallelized using
hybrid techniques of OpenMP and MPI and was configured to run on
remote computing cluster and retrieve results from it. A custom post
processor was developed to analyze RCS specific output like hot spot
visualization of surface currents, 2-D polar plots, range profile, circular
polarization, etc.

Figure 10: Representative surface current plots on the fighter
aircraft geometries
Customer was provided the improved RCS software package along with
documentation like technical reference guide and user manual. Due to
parallelization of code, the run time for aircraft RCS prediction came
down from 8 hours to just 20 minutes. An intuitive user interface meant
that many persons in agency were able to use the software effectively.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS

EFFECT OF SENSOR INSTALLATION ON AIRCRAFT
PERFORMANCE
Our customer is a Defence establishment that spearheads research and
development in the field of airborne electronic warfare and mission
avionics. They are engaged with development of sensors and their
installation on India’s front-line fighter aircraft. Though small, but since
externally installed and facing free-stream flow, these sensors are
expected to affect the aerodynamics of aircraft and it needs to be
analyzed with respect to clean aircraft configuration. The percentage
increase in drag due to sensors is required to be estimated from low
subsonic maneuvering to supersonic cruise flight conditions i.e. full flight
envelope.
Since, accurate estimation of drag was important for study, Zeus Numerix
decided to utilize turbulent flow simulations for correct prediction of skin
friction drag. Proprietary hybrid mesh based implicit compressible flow
CFD package was chosen, wherein a 25 million mesh (with y+ < 1) was
solved on 32 CPUs within 20 hours. In addition of aerodynamic
coefficients, simulations also generated the effect of sensors on canard
aerodynamics and engine mass flow rate. Force on sensors and fairings as
well as aerodynamic heating on sensor surfaces was computed.

Figure 11: Certification of sensor locations on aircraft
Customer was delivered with aero dynamics coefficients showing less
than 3percentage increase in drag and negligible effect on canard and
engine performance. The study obtained approval for the installation of
sensors, from experts and certification agency.
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CUSTOM ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS

DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR
SIMULATION OF GAS TURBINE COMPRESSOR
Our customer is responsible for design and development of gas turbine
engines with active research on multi-stage compressors. The designs
suffer from stall and surge problems and customer wanted to develop an
automatic and reliable CFD tool for predicting the flow characteristics
around the compressor blades. As the simulation of any rotating
machinery takes a lot of time, to speed up design, customer wanted the
code to be massively parallelized on a large HPC system.
Density based compressible solver was developed for the simulation with
the rotating sections modeled as mixing planes. Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model was used to predict viscous effects. First phase of the
project was only for validation where NASA CD Nozzle, Sajben duct, Rotor
37 and Rotor 35 were simulated. In the second phase, the customer gave
its own geometry for simulation.

Figure 12: Structured mesh and Y+ plot
Validation for NASA Rotor 35 were within 4-5percentage of the
experimental values. The code gave accurate results for other validation
cases too. Multi-stage rotor of 120 blades designed by customer was then
meshed with all the passages modeled without the need of periodic
boundary condition. Structured multi-block mesh was made of 1440
blocks and 12 million mesh points. Code was made parallel to run on large
HPC system and CDAC PARAM Yuva II HPC was utilized for studying the
scale up. The customer was delivered with a customized software for
simulation of compressors on their HPC system.
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AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
BUILD TO SPECIFICATIONS
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
STRUCTURES

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF DEPLOYABLE BOOM
Our customer is the leading institute of the country, engaged in basic and
applied research in Atmospheric and Space Physics. They were aiming to
conduct high altitude balloon experiment for measurements of electric
and magnetic field. The probes, in this case three pairs of 200 mm sphere,
were to be deployed 4m away from the gondola of balloon after the initial
take-off. Thus, the experiment required design and development of
reliable light-weight booms with minimum tip deflection.
Zeus Numerix explored various concepts of boom opening mechanisms.
A collapsible type opening was selected for detailed design and
prototyping. The entire system was made with lighter weight material
and with mechanical joints. Initially the arm remains in folded condition
with solenoid holding it. On actuation of solenoid, the arms open with the
help of spring force. All the design calculations for various components
are verified using FEA analysis.

Figure 13: Prototype of deployable boom assembly
The customer was delivered with six sets of deployable booms that were
readily integrated with gondola. These booms are being used by the
customer for atmosphere experiments. The process of boom
development did not encounter any need for costly concept revision since
the design was derived from first principles of structural mechanics.
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AEROSPACE SYSTEMS
------------------------------◼
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CUSTOM ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
ELECTROMAGNETICS

DEVELOPMENT OF FVTD BASED RCS PREDICTION CODE
ON UNSTRUCTURED MESH
Zeus Numerix has initiated the efforts towards incorporating capability of
handling unstructured meshes to its proprietary FVTD based RCS
prediction solver. This will eliminate the large manual work involved in
generating structured meshes. Structured meshing for complex
aerospace configuration becomes too complicated and current software
will enable users to solve full aircrafts with their minute details.
Work involved implementation of the numerical schemes, previously
implemented for structured meshes. The code has been validated for RCS
prediction over canonical shapes. It was found that usage of unstructured
mesh increases the number of grid point requirement compared to those
required with structured mesh. Therefore, solver data structure was
designed to be massively parallelizable. So far, it has been tested for
scalability up to 128 cores. Other features such that polyhedral grids,
storage of large grids in linked files, partitioning of mesh are also present
in the current version of code.

Figure 14: Surface current on almond with cavity configuration
solved (fine unstructured mesh seen for 2GHz)
Current activities include validation of ABC (Absorbing Boundary
Condition) and PML (Perfectly Matched Layer) boundary conditions.
Scalability of the solver is being established for meshes up to 200 million
tetrahedrons. Next release of solver will incorporate handling of dielectric
materials.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF MICRO-CONTROLLER FOR
PROBE DEPLOYMENT IN SPACE
Our customer is an agency that is involved in basic and applied research
in Atmospheric and Space Physics. For their high-altitude balloon
experiments, they engaged Zeus Numerix for design and supply of
retractable type booms (5 booms, each 2.5m long) and associated
mechanisms. For in-flight deployment, a servo motor-based system was
required to ensure smooth and controlled initiation of unlocking
mechanism.
Zeus Numerix developed a micro-controller-based servo controller board
and related firmware which controlled 5 servo motors that actuate the
lock-release mechanism of each boom. On-board micro switch allow
selection from four pre-programmed deployment sequences. The system
was built to handle wide variety of input voltages and had a simple trigger
interface that made system integration simple. For firmware updates, insystem re-programming of micro-controller is possible and appropriate
headers were provided.

Figure 15: (a) Servo-controller board (b) Balloon gondola with
deployed booms
The customer was delivered with the controller board that was readily
integrated with the booms and balloon gondola. This integrated probe
deployment mechanism is being successfully used by the customer for
atmosphere experiments. Due to the integrated and in-house design
approach adopted by Zeus Numerix, customer’s objectives were realized
with minimum cost and time.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF SENSOR INSTALLATION ON
INTERFACE BEAM
Our customer is a Defence laboratory that spearheads research and
development of airborne electronic installations. They wish to install an
external sensor on an aircraft through an interface beam which is
designed to be fitted between the pylons and missile adapters. Since the
externally mounted sensors are exposed to airflow and with its close
proximity to the missile and pylons, a CFD study was warranted to analyze
any incremental changes to the aerodynamic characteristics and its effect
on the flight envelope of the aircraft.
Unstructured hybrid mesh with grid size of 40 million cells was generated.
Grid near the beam has been made denser to capture the flow
characteristics. Implicit compressible flow CFD package CFDExpert is used
for the simulations in parallel on 64 cores. The simulations were also
carried out for clean aircraft configuration on the same flight envelope for
comparison. Figure shows the streamlines near the interface beams.
Similar post-processing was done to find the change in pressure
distribution, vortex formation, if any, and effect of shocks for supersonic
cases.

Figure 16: Generic image of interface beam
The customer was provided with the aerodynamic coefficients showing
less than one percentage reduction in lift coefficients and less than two
percentage increase in drag coefficients. Additionally, the variation in
pitching coefficients was found to be within ±5 percentage. Certification
studies were submitted for further approval.
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FLUID DYNAMIC AND THERMAL STUDY FOR POWER
SUPPLY HEAT EXCHANGER
Our customer is a research lab working for the development of aerospace
systems. The customer is involved in the design & development of power
supply heat exchanger or PSHE in short for an airborne system having a
lot of electronic circuitry. PSHE has sub-millimeter passages carrying a
mixture of ethylene glycol and water as coolant. Zeus Numerix was
engaged to predict the temperature across the PSHE and estimate the
pressure drop in the fluid circuit.
Conjugate heat transfer simulation was done using CFD. Heat generated
from the electronics was dissipated to the bottom plate of the PSHE and
was subsequently transferred to the coolant. Initial temperature of the
coolant at the inlet and its mass flow rate is known. CFD simulation
predicted the temperature distribution on the PSHE surface and pressure
drop due to the continuous turning of flow and resistance due to side
walls. No thermal hot spot zones were observed, and the temperature
rise of the coolant was estimated.

Figure 17: Temperature profile at mid plane of PSHE
The customer was delivered with reports containing overall thermal
profile across the PSHE. Temperature contours at various cross sections
are provided to the customer. The overall thermal environment around
PSHE was found to be acceptable and it was cleared for the launch on the
airborne platform.
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CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR AERODYNAMIC AND
STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF PARACHUTE
Our customer is responsible for design and development of parachutes in
India and wanted to develop acquire new simulation and design
capabilities. They wanted to design and develop a software system that
will take care of design of conventional parachutes. The software should
be able to predict shape of the inflated parachute using a fluid structure
interaction (FSI) code. Aerodynamic characteristics were to be predicted
for inflated shape module along with the structural strength for the load
cases. Both the aerodynamics and structural module were to be tightly
coupled to take care of the effects of shape change.
Parametric software was developed to generate the shapes and surface
mesh for the parachutes automatically just by filling a form. Surface mesh
is generated with proper densities at the edges. After inflation,
incompressible solver was developed to simulate the porous material of
parachutes. Output from aerodynamic module was fed to FEM code that
in turn gave new shape and hence new aerodynamics. Solver iterated till
a steady state was reached.

Figure 18: Inflated shape and velocity profile on a slotted
parachute
Figure shows the inflated shape of the slotted parachute that has also
been tested in the wind tunnel and found to be matching well. Velocity
profile and vectors are shown. All the modules of generation of parachute
shape by inflation, CFD and FEM are tightly coupled. Entire simulation
suite has been validated for T-10 parachute. The software is developed as
generic to simulate not just parachutes; rather any inflatable structure
subjected to pressure and gravitational forces.
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AEROTHERMAL AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF LOW
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL NOZZLE
Our customer is designing a wind tunnel for testing of hypersonic flows.
The wind tunnel and especially the nozzle part gets heated due to high
flow velocity. At such a high aerothermal heating, structural issues
become important. Boundary layer formed in the nozzle will determine
the final Mach number and dispersion of Mach number in the radial
direction thereby affecting the performance of the tunnel and hence
needs to be thoroughly studied.
Zeus Numerix followed a multi-pronged approach for the simulation of
this problem. Initial simulations were done using 1D CFD, heat flux,
transient thermal and preliminary stress analysis. Full 3D CFD simulations
were done to find the temperature and pressure distribution. For
accuracy multi-block structured mesh was used in the simulation. Once
the conjugate heat transfer simulations were complete thermo-structural
simulations were done for fatigue life. Finally, simulations were done to
estimate the flow distortion that would creep in for various
manufacturing tolerances.

Figure 19: Typical hypersonic wind tunnel
The customer was provided with values of Mach no dispersion and
aerothermal heating. These were found to be acceptable along with the
flow uniformity at exit and sonic speed at the throat. Stresses were within
the allowable limit as per the standards of design. Though there were
deformations in the radial and axial direction, they were found to be
within the acceptable limit for operation. The studies were then repeated
for various Mach numbers and final design was accepted for realization.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ALTITUDE HOLD CONTROLLER FOR
AIRSHIP
Our customer is a premier teaching and research institution in India. They
are involved in the development of lighter than air systems. The customer
is involved in a technology development project for the prototype
generation of an airship with instruments held on board. The idea for the
airship is to hold the altitude in presence of disturbances.
The project required the development of a control algorithm and its
testing on an available scaled down version of airship. The airship
consisted of an envelope that was filled with helium to provide lift. The
gondola of the airship had instruments and it was rigid. Sensors were
placed in the gondola to sense if the airship is holding the altitude or
drifting away. Sonar rangefinder was installed to calculate the descent
rate. Gyroscope is fitted to see the stability of the system.

Figure 20: Control unit of the model airship
Controls code was developed based on the inputs received from the
onboard sensors. The code will give signal to propellers to provide
additional positive or negative thrust to hold the altitude. All the
equipment used were of low sensitivity and capacity to check the
algorithm. The scaled down model has been proven and the algorithm
developed was found to be satisfactory. The algorithm will now be
modified for the actual airship.
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CONSULTATIONS FOR PARALLELIZATION OF INHOUSE CFD
CODE FOR AERODYNAMIC CALCULATIONS
Our customer is a defence laboratory focused on the design and
development of aeronautical systems. For preliminary CFD studies they
developed an inhouse code that could simulate external flows. Customer
wanted a faster turnaround time and engaged Zeus Numerix for the
parallelization of the inhouse structured RANS code.
The customer shared source code in modern low-level language. The
code was tested for standard test cases like the Onera wing and was
found to perform satisfactorily. Inputs to the mesh was taken from a
standard commercial mesh generation software. Initially the code was
separated in various module like calculation of inviscid convective flux,
viscous flux, and turbulent viscosity. Portion of the code using boundary
conditions was separated. Parallelization of code was done based on the
multiple blocks generated in the CFD mesh. Load balancing algorithm was
implemented to evenly balance the load on the distributed CPUs. Code
was compiled as per the available high performance computing
architecture to optimize performance.

Figure 21: ARA M100 wing-body with structured C grid
The parallelized code was validated at flow regimes from subsonic to
hypersonic for 2D and 3D object. Results compared well with the serial
code. Parallel code was installed on the HPC platform that is being used
as a workhorse for external flow simulations.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF LRU INSTALLATIONS ON
MILITARY HELICOPTER
Our customer is one of the pioneering companies in the space for
Maintenance Repair and Operations for Civil and Military Aircraft and
their modification to suit selective missions or requirements. They were
required to install an external payload in the belly of the helicopter. Since
the installation is external and significant in size, the customer wished to
engage Zeus Numerix to undertake Structural Analysis due to
aerodynamics and vibration loads. The study reports were to be
submitted to CEMILAC for Certification of installation of payload.
Zeus Numerix carried out static FEM analysis in Ansys® Mechanical
against inertial loads in all the six directions. Modal Analysis was also
carried out to find the natural frequency of the mounting arrangement.
The static analysis also extended to calculations for fasteners to ascertain
if the choice of fastener was correct. Zeus also performed buckling
analysis to check the safety of LRU’s under buckling loads. In all the cases,
aerodynamic loads were added to the simulations. Two more LRUs that
were mounted internally were simulated and detailed reports were
submitted.

Figure 22: Generic image of helicopter with external and internal
LRUs
The customer was provided with the structural analysis reports for each
LRU. The analysis reports proved that the LRUs were safe for installation
on the helicopter. Zeus Numerix also provided the customer with certain
structural modifications in all the LRUs to reduce weight. At present all
the LRUs are successfully installed on the helicopter and are working
safely.
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AERODYNAMICS AND TRAJECTORY PREDICTION OF BOMB
WITH FINS
Our customer is responsible for aerodynamic characterization and trajectory prediction of an aerial bomb with large fins. Since the bomb is light
with large area exposed to aerodynamic forces, it is considered risky for
separation. Certification studies were to be carried out to understand the
bomb aerodynamics and safe store separation in subsonic regime.
Zeus Numerix used proprietary hybrid mesh based implicit compressible
flow CFD solver for all steady simulations. RANS simulations were done
for the entire flight envelope of the bomb. For simulation of store
separation, unstructured dynamic mesh-based simulation setup was
used. A total of 33 million meshes were generated on the aircraft and
bomb that was re-meshed after each dynamics iteration. Inertial
properties of the bomb, force profile and the location of plunger were
given as input. Studies were done for multiple bomb locations on aircraft.

Figure 23: Generic image of aircraft firing bomb with fins
The customer was provided with tabulated static and dynamic
aerodynamics coefficients for the bomb. Effect of nose fins was of interest
and that was reported. Safe separation studies were done for dive
conditions and high angle of attack release conditions. In few cases it was
seen that the separation of tail was not effective and there was a pitch
down moment for the store that was reported to the review committee.
Miss distance histories for all the cases along with the animations for
separation were submitted for review. The study led to certification of
integration of bomb on the aircraft.
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DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT & SUPPLY OF THRUST CRADLE
FOR TESTING IC ENGINE OF AIRSHIP
Our customer is a premier Defense Design and Development organization
in India. They wanted to design and develop a Thrust cradle for its IC
Engines. The thrust cradle should be able to do ground testing,
performance evaluation & measurements of important operational
parameters for the aero grade, air-cooled, reciprocating IC engines.
Zeus Numerix developed a test stand from concept drawings through CAD
manufacturing drawings. The stand was manufactured and tested and
shown to meet the client's expectations. The instrumentation and data
acquisition system were designed and realized and involved customdesigned signal conditioning electronics integrated with NI DAQ system.
A custom, PC based, command and control software was developed with
measurement logging capabilities was implemented to complete the
package.

Figure 24: Physical cradle, control panel and software GUI
The custom designed thrust cradle, instrumentation and control software
were all delivered to the client as a turn-key solution. ZN has
demonstrated its ability to deliver high quality integrated electromechanical solutions to the satisfaction of its customers.
+91 72760 31511
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AIRWORTHINESS CERTIFICATION OF HELICOPTER
APPARATUS AIR LIFT
Our customer is premier defense production establishment in India and
is tasked with air lifting of heavy payload by Helicopter. The payload is
fastened to an apparatus air lift (AAL) equipment that in turn is fastened
to the helicopter. The payload attachment is external to the helicopter
and has few ton weight and large surface area. During flight, the AAL is
subjected to inertial, vibrational, sway, and aerodynamic loading. It is
required that the AAL is reliable in taking all such loads and gives a desired
number of flying hours.
Initial analysis was carried out using US Department of Defence standard
codes. FEM analysis followed for the wire rope including stresses on each
strand and each wire of the strand. FEM analysis was carried out for hooks
and clamps holding the payload. Loading conditions were taken from the
MIL standards and flight manuals of the helicopter. Post structural
studies, fatigue analysis was carried out on the entire assembly and life of
each component was predicted.

Figure 25: Typical Apparatus Airlift in Action
Analysis revealed inadequate desired life of the AAL and smaller than
required factor of safety leading to design change. Analysis procedure
was repeated, and final reports submitted to CEMILAC for approval of test
flight. Post submission of design, AAL has been manufactured and
successfully flight tested in cold and hot conditions.
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FLARE SEPARATION FROM MILITARY HELICOPTER
Our customer is involved in integration of flare dispenser to one the
military helicopter. The critical aspect of integration is the trajectories of
ejected flares. They are complex, as flares are bluff bodies and move
within the strong downwash of helicopter main rotor. Hence, dispensers
are to be suitably oriented on hull such that flares reach the height of the
tail pipe of the helicopter but at the same time, do not hit the main rotor,
fuselage, or tail rotor. Zeus Numerix was engaged for the estimation of
trajectory of the flares and ensure its safe separation in different forward,
yaw and roll motions.
Zeus Numerix used actuator disk theory to model the downwash effect
and the tail rotor effect. Helicopter was fully modeled for CFD analysis in
various flight conditions. Quasi-unsteady flow solver was used to
estimate the flow field and then run a 6 DoF code to estimate the next
location and orientation of the flare. The flare is assumed to have
separated safely if it crosses one helicopter length from the location of
dispenser. Five flare trajectories are calculated for each firing location.

Figure 26: Trajectory of Flares Ejected under Helicopter Wake
The customer was provided the consolidated report containing flow field
& trajectory results leading to calculation missed distances for each
simulation case. Maximum time taken by flare to clear the rotor and
launcher was estimated. A consolidated report containing all animations,
graphs, and plots was presented to the certification agency. The report
resulted in the approval of dispenser location and orientation
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF FRAME ASSEMBLY AGAINST
INERTIAL LOADS
Our customer is a global leader in the defence and aerospace sector. They
are involved in design, development, and supply of special airborne
mission solutions for the strategic aerospace sector. They were engaged
in the D&D of a frame assembly to transport mission critical LRUs. Before
delivery, the frame assembly’s structural integrity needs to be verified.
Zeus Numerix approached this problem by identifying two cases of
inertial loading critical during transportation and handling of the frame
assembly. The 3D CAD model was then meshed using appropriate
methods. The LRU’s were modelled as lumped masses. Modal analysis
was first done to identify the mode shapes of the assembly. The frame
assembly was then subjected to static structural simulations to identify
areas of deformations, peak stress, and any other areas of concern.
Buckling analysis on the frame assembly was also done to identify if any
zones of failures exist.

Figure 27: Representative Image of Frame Assembly
The customer was delivered with a comprehensive report on all the
simulations performed. The assembly was certified as safe for operations
based on analysis of simulations performed. This gave the customer the
confidence to go ahead and manufacture the frame assembly to transport
the LRU’s
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AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF AIR CYCLE MACHINE FOR
AIRCRAFT POD COOLING
Our customer is one of the premier defense organization involved in the
research and development of aircraft avionics systems. They are engaged
in the design and development of an Air Cycle Machine (ACM) that
provides cooling to aircraft pod. Zeus Numerix was engaged to design the
ACM from first principles and then prove the design using CFD. As part of
scope a test rig is to be designed to assess the performance of the system.
Zeus Numerix developed the codes for design of turbine and compressor
blades. Design is complicated as both these components are mounted on
the same shaft and have same RPM. The complexity increases as the ACM
should work at various aircraft speeds. The code itself was validated
against NASA test data and published research. Multiple iterations were
done to match the performances of both. CFD analysis was done on the
design to estimate the deviation from initial calculations. Once the
predicted performance was satisfactory, structural design was
undertaken. The RPM of these machines are extremely high, hence
centrifugal force component and fatigue was major design criteria. Modal
analysis was done to check if the natural frequency was in safe range.

Figure 28: (a) Typical ACM (b) Schematics of an ACM
The customer was delivered with a comprehensive design report of each
component of ACM including the fabrication drawings. Appropriate
bought out items like specialized high RPM bearings were selected for the
design. QAP plan was developed for the drawings. Test rig drawings have
been submitted and reviewed by the end customer. The system along
with the test rig is currently in the manufacturing stage.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF GROUND HANDLING
EQUIPMENT FOR HEAVY CARGO HANDLING
Our customer is a premier organization who provides Ground Handling
and Ground Support solutions to its customers in India and Abroad. They
were involved in the indigenous design, development, and manufacturing
of K-Loaders for the Indian Airforce. The K-Loaders were required lift and
load weight of up to 12 Tons from a height of 1m to 3m or more. The
platform was also required to be compatible with three different aircrafts
with strict size constraints.
Zeus Numerix approached this problem by first undertaking sizing
calculations of the engine and transmission selection. The transmission
selected featured a multidisc clutch design which were hydraulically
operated. The platform loader was designed such that it had a small
scissor leg angle when fully closed. This small scissor leg angle significantly
improved the hydraulic cylinder capacity. The scissors were designed
based on the operational requirements and constraints.

Figure 29: Generic Image of K-Loader
The customer was delivered with the 3D CAD model of the conceptualized
K-loader. The loader could lift load up to a height of 7.5m. The hydraulic
cylinder of 20 Tons was selected for a total lifting mass of 17 Tons. This
ensured that the loader could lift the weights without failure. The
delivered conceptual model gave the customer to go ahead and prepare
detailed manufacturing drawings for manufacturing
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DESIGN OF 2/2 NORMALLY CLOSED SOLENOID VALVE AS
PER SPECIFICATIONS
Our customer is engaged in manufacturing of fluid control equipment.
They were contacted with requirements of a solenoid valve of a medical
device. Since the medical device was being locally assembled, it was
essential that the required solenoid valve has the specifications as the
valve that was being used in existing OEM medical device. The
requirements to be adhered were dimensional, mechanical interfaces,
flow parameters, electrical inputs & design strength.
Zeus Numerix undertook sizing calculations under the constraints of the
specifications. This resulted in tentative bill of material. Electro-magnetic
calculations were done to arrive at coil design as per the estimates of EM
force required to open the valve against fluid and spring force on the
plunger. To achieve the required force, a static yoke design was provided
inside the coils such that the magnetic material is exposed to a larger
magnetic field. CFD studies were also done to assure that that the design
achieved the required flow factor for the range of inlet pressures. FEM
studies were done to ensure that valve body is capable of surviving proof
pressure.

Figure 30: Design and Analysis of Medical Solenoid Valve
The customer was delivered with component BOM & detailed drawings
towards manufacturing of the solenoid valve. Adherence to each
specification was addressed though a detailed design report. The valve
prototype is under manufacturing & will soon be taken up for testing.
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SOFTWARE FOR DESIGN, SIZING AND PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATION OF AXIAL PISTON PUMPS
Our customer is one of the premier defense laboratories in India. They
were involved in the design and development of a swash-plate type axial
piston pump. The piston pump was to be used in the hydraulic system of
a fighter aircraft. The requirement of the design was to conform to the
acceptance and quality testing of Center for Military Airworthiness and
Certification.
Zeus Numerix approached the problem by first sizing the required axial
piston pump by comparison against commercially available piston pump.
The code was designed to achieve 95 percent volumetric and 90 percent
mechanical efficiency. To arrive at a preliminary sizing from a conceptual
layout, the operation of the piston pump was simulated. This predicted
the time history of the cylinder pressures and the associated leakages for
an efficient design. Sensitivity of the clearances was modeled. The
mathematical model was developed in two stages viz. (i) constant flow
axial piston pump with fixed swash plate (ii) variable flow axial piston
pump with pressure compensator.

Figure 31: Conventional 3D Image of Axial Piston Pump
The customer was delivered with the final design of the axial piston pump
with its mathematical model written in ‘C’. Sensitivity analysis was done
by varying the design variables to identify the criticalities on pump
performance. The software developed helped in optimally designing the
axial piston pump as per the required specifications.
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ESTIMATION OF HEAT FLUX FOR LAUNCH VEHICLE
Our customer belongs to a Defence establishment and is pioneering the
design of vehicles flying at hypersonic speeds. These vehicles experience
large aero- thermal loads, which leads to severe heating. They often
require use of special material as protective coating. Selection of
protective material depends on accurate estimation of heat flux.
Unfortunately, apart from high fidelity CFD simulation, there is no other
means to estimate the magnitude of heat flux of complex and large
vehicles.
Zeus Numerix did a meticulous CFD simulation involving very refined
meshes, flow resolution at hypersonic speeds and generation of heat flux
data at critical locations. The stringent requirement of 1 micron near wall
cell height was tackled on proprietary structured multi-block mesh
generator, GridZ™, where it was achieved on a complex topology grid.
Grid independence study revealed the high sensitivity of heat flux on near
wall mesh refinement. Proprietary compressible solver, FlowZ™,
successfully handled stiff flow physics of turbulent hypersonic regime on
HPC resources from CDAC.

Figure 32: (a) Heat flux distribution at fin leading edge (b)
Validation against experimental data
Customer was delivered the magnitude of heat flux at the nose and near
the fins, the two critical regions. The major revelation from the study was
that the heat flux experienced at fin leading edge is larger than that at
nose tip. Study enabled customer to choose most appropriate material
for protective coating.
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HEAT FLUX ANALYSIS OF HYPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY
DEMONSTRATOR VEHICLE
Premier Defence laboratory is responsible for the development of
hypersonic launch and cruise vehicles for demonstration of high-end
technology. At Mach 6.5, bow shocks and high shearing at boundary layer
can lead to high surface heating. The heat flux in previous cases have been
found to be high enough to adversely affect the structural integrity of the
fuselage. To effectively cool the surface, accurate prediction of heat flux
is required. CFD study was done for the cruise vehicle for the highaltitude case.
The structured multi block grid around the cruise vehicle was generated
using GridZ™, the meshing module of in-house software CFDExpert™.
Analysis was carried out for heat flux, skin friction and on the entire
vehicle for three meshes having 2.5, 2.7 and 8 million cells. To maintain
the Y+, closest cell to the wall was at two-micron distance. Validation
cases were studied for this critical problem to establish the mesh quality.
In addition, the air intake was modeled to estimate the flow rate inside
the cruise vehicle. HLLC numerical scheme with Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model without wall function was used for simulation.

Figure 33: Smoothened and clustered structured grid
It was found that the highest heat flux (not shown) occurred at nose,
leading edge of lifting surfaces and engine intake. Cooling required for all
the surfaces was estimated and given to the customer. Air entering the
intake after ramming was found to be adequate for combustion. Pressure
and velocity just before the combustion chamber was provided.
Components of skin friction and pressure drag were given as an additional
output along with the force accumulation curve. Structured meshes were
supplied to the customer for doing inter-code comparison on their
software.
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DYNAMICS STUDIES OF NOSE PANEL OPENING USING
CFD
Our customer belongs to Defence research lab spearheading the
feasibility demonstration of hypersonic technology. The demonstration
of hypersonic vehicle is to be done at speed of 6.5 Mach at an altitude of
more than 30 km. The vehicle will be carried to this altitude by a rocket
booster with vehicle positioned inside its nose. The front panels of
booster will open and separate to allow hypersonic vehicle to initiate its
independent flight. This is the most critical event of the mission. The
customer wants this event to be simulated to be assured of safe
separation dynamics.
Zeus Numerix undertook coupled analysis of CFD and 6-DOF and thus
generated separation trajectories of panels. The analysis was done on
proprietary NumerixExpert™ which handles multiple bodies with relative
motion. The event is simulated in four stages: achieving level steady flight,
opening by pyro force, opening from aerodynamic loads until release and
finally 6-DOF motion of panels. NumerixExpert™ uses Adaptive Mesh
Refinement technique and solves all four stages as series of steps without
requiring any user intervention after initial set up.

Figure 34: (a) Adaptive mesh refinement while separation (b)
Predicted panel trajectories
Customer was supplied with simulation data that demonstrated safe
opening and separation of front panels. The data will be used for getting
clearance before demonstration trial. Simulation of such critical event
would not have been possible with conventional CFD simulation
approach.
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ESTIMATION OF INLET FLOW DISTORTION FOR
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Our customer is India’s largest aerospace organization engaged with
design, fabrication and assembly of military aircrafts and jet engines.
During aircraft high AOA steady flight, rapid maneuvering and departures
(especially during combat situation) the efficiency and performance of its
propulsion system are abruptly affected due to uneven flow passing the
engine inlet. This may result into unexpected engine fouling. Measuring
this inlet flow unevenness by flight and wind tunnel tests is a time
consuming and costly process.
Zeus Numerix used CFD generated flow field data at inlet plane and an inhouse distortion-descriptor module to estimate flow distortion to engine
inlet. The flow distortion was measured, analyzed and studied for
unsteady and different steady maneuvering conditions. The figure shows
a xi-distortion descriptor pattern on inlet sampling plane during a flight
with high side slip angle. The pattern describes a high level of flow
distortion to left intake, which may cause engine-shutdown.

Figure 35: (a) Xi Distortion pattern on engine inlet (b) Left intake
shows high level of distortion
Customer was provided with inlet plane distortion data for both original
aircraft configuration and on a configuration, where a large supersonic
missile was integrated in its belly. The study helped our customer to
obtain approval from certification agency towards missile integration.
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PO / PTD TECHNIQUE FOR RCS PREDICTION
This work was pursued to develop an electromagnetic solver code that
predicts the Radar Cross section (RCS) of objects in the high frequency
domain. This solver uses techniques of Physical Optics (PO) and Physical
Theory of Diffraction (PTD) for RCS computation. The advantage of using
such methods is that simulation can be undertaken for frequencies as
high as 40 GHz, which becomes an effective tool to predict the stealth
settings of aircrafts. The current work was of interest to our customers in
Defence laboratories, who needed to predict the RCS of objects like the
LCA in the high frequency domain.
For this method, the scattered fields can be expressed in terms of the
radiation integrals over actual currents induced on the surface of the
scatterer. Also, the method assumes that the induced surface currents on
the scatterer surface are given by the geometrical optics currents over
those portions of the surface directly illuminated by the incident field, and
zero over the shadowed sections of the surface.

Figure 36: (a) Surface Current (Hot spot) distribution for UAV at 10
GHz (b) Comparison of VV RCS polarization for conosphere with
IEEE result
The code was validated for standard IEEE cases like the conosphere,
ogive, almond etc. for computation of mono static RCS values with
varying source positions. The results obtained for co-polarization RCS
values followed a similar trend and magnitudes when compared to
reported results, for incident frequencies as high as 10 GHz.
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OPTIMAL PLACEMENT OF SENSOR ON AIRCRAFT FOR
EARLY WARNING
Our customer is a defence research lab working in the fields of optical
science and technologies. An early warning system for a fighter aircraft is
being designed by the customer. The system is designed to alert the user
in case of a threats using optical sensors. All these sensors have a field of
view and their locations determine which part of the aircraft will be
covered by them. Zeus Numerix was engaged in development of a
customer software that will optimise the location of these sensors for
maximum coverage of the aircraft.
Field of view of sensors, maximum number of sensors that can be
mounted on the aircraft and probable locations were given as input.
Constraints on the locations were provided. Different threat profiles and
their approach angles were given. Zeus Numerix generated an input
matrix of threat approach to test the code. Initial location of the sensors
was given, and the code was tested for each case in the test matrix. Using
possible parameters, the number and locations of the sensors were
changed. Each sweep in the test matrix revealed if the location was
improving results.

Figure 37: Aircraft illuminated from bottom
The customized software based on optics theory is delivered to the
customer to optimize the sensor location. The software allows manual
selection of location on the aircraft model and provide visual
representation of the sensor Field of View on the aircraft. The customer
is currently using the software for a development project.
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ASSESSMENT OF STORE SEPARATION UNDER WIND GUST
CONDITIONS
Our customer is an agency whose primary function is certification of
military aircraft and airborne systems. While giving clearances for
integrating a new store to an aircraft, it seeks proof that the system is safe
under most critical conditions. Wind gust at high altitudes poses risk to
airborne system due to uncertain store movement. Store separating from
aircraft encountering vertical gust may hit back the aircraft. Numerical
studies were needed to simulate this scenario.
Zeus Numerix developed a unique CFD analysis approach for predicting
impact of gust on separation trajectory. Simulation was unsteady and
utilized multistage dual time stepping technique over LUSGS implicit
compressible solver. Event was such that vertical gust hits the store as it
starts to disengage from aircraft, creating the most critical scenario. Gust
parameters were selected based on probability of occurrence in practical
cases as per MIL-STD-1797A. It was a discrete gust of 1-cos profile with
length equal to half of store length and amplitude of 22 m/s.

Figure 38: Movement of gust and effect on lift and pitching
moment
Zeus Numerix simulated four flight conditions and presented results to
multi agency review committee. Owing to the weight of the article and
the fact that gust strength diminishes after coming in touch with aircraft,
it was found that gust had minimal effect of separation trajectory. Study
contributed towards the clearance of store for flight trials.
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CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR THERMODYNAMIC
ANALYSIS OF WANKEL ENGINE
Our customer is a defence research lab actively involved in design and
production of military vehicles and their propulsion systems. For a special
developed the customer required ab intio development of Wankel
Engine. Since the engine was at a design stage, an indigenous software
was required to be developed to prediction the performance of the
Wankel engine for a given sizing. The tool was required to give the
designers a fair idea of go and no-go designs.
The code is developed to predict the performance of the Wankel engine
form the first principles. Separate modules were developed for the
calculation of thermodynamic properties, approximate geometry, and
heat transfer characteristics. Finally, all modules were integrated to
estimate the performance of candidate Wankel engine designs. Ease of
use was facilitated by the development of user-friendly GUI. The software
also has the provision for parametric study for initial engine sizing.

Rotor Angle, in Degrees

Figure 39: Results from customized software for Wankel Engine
Licensed software was delivered to the customer. The software allowed
the customer to generate Brake Horsepower vs. RPM, Brake Specific Fuel
Consumption vs. RPM, Brake Thermal Efficiency vs. RPM plots as well as
Chamber Pressure vs. Rotor Angle, Chamber temperature vs. Rotor Angle
and performance related graphs. Software was used to predict the
Wankel engine performance that helped in arriving at the engine sizing
without the use of time-consuming high-end simulation tools.
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ANALYSIS OF NOISE SUPPRESSION IN MSMC GUN
Our customer is the premier defence lab engaged with research and
development of conventional armaments. They have been responsible
for design and realization of Modern Sub Machine Carbine (MSMC), a
lightweight and compact gun. The carbines are typically attached with
silencer to reduce noise, couple of designs of which were required to be
analysed towards final selection. Though it was possible to fabricate the
prototype and evaluate the silencer performance, however, such an
approach would give no information on the background physics of
aeroacoustics in a gun.
Zeus Numerix employed state-of-the-art sliding mesh based CFD analysis
for estimating gun noise without and with silencer. The validation of this
approach, which is based on compressible ALE (Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian) solver on structured multi-block mesh, was carried out first to
evaluate the applicability of this novel approach. The simulation over
MSMC gun involved additional complexities of handling non-abutting
mesh with sliding interfaces between blocks.

Figure 40: (a) Blast wave movement after bullet exit (b) Peak noise
levels
Zeus Numerix provided recommendation on the choice of silencer design
based on the analysis of computational results. The customer accepted
the recommendation and found correctness of simulation results from
the field trials. The study was helpful in building confidence levels among
users that design of the silencer followed a thorough analysis and
evaluation.
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CUSTOMIZED ANALYSIS SOFTWARE FOR MUZZLE BRAKE
OF A GUN
Our customer is a premier Defence organization involved in the
development of state-of-art hand-held and artillery guns. They are
seeking to improve the efficiency of muzzle brake being designed by
them. A muzzle brake is a device fitted to the muzzle of firearms which
helps countering recoil of the weapon. Arriving at an optimal design by
manufacturing prototypes is impractical. Numerical simulations serve as
a robust and dependable alternative.
Zeus Numerix developed customized software, which used an unsteady
compressible solver, on an Octree based grid, with Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) to simulate the motion of the projectile. Dynamics and
flow physics of the projectile starting from the all-burn point (inside the
barrel), to the time where it reaches the end of the barrel is simulated.
Parameters like the projectile's muzzle velocity and recoil energy were
predicted within 7percentage of the experimental values. Noise levels at
pre-specified locations were also predicted well via simulations.

Figure 41: (a) A typical muzzle brake (b) Adaptive grid generated
around a muzzle brake
The customer was provided with the customized software. It is a GUI
driven software which a designer can use to produce geometry for
muzzle-brakes, solve compressible flow (with AMR) to generate recoil
forces and noise levels and post-process the solution data. The software
has now become an integrated part of the design process of a hand-held
gun and an artillery weapon manufactured by the customer.
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CFD ANALYSIS AND SOFTWARE FOR GAS OPERATED
AUTOMATIC WEAPON
Our customer specializes in developing state-of-the-art small arms and
light weapons by pursuing extensive research. Gas operated weapon is a
rifle where portion of propellant gases is redirected to operate reloading
sub-assemblies. Purpose of this automation is to achieve a high rate of
fire and this depends on the amount of gas redirected as well as its
pressure characteristics. Thus, accurate prediction of gas related
parameters is most crucial for design optimization.
Numerical simulation of this problem involved bullet dynamics, gas flow
through tapping, pressure built-up ahead of piston and finally, movement
of piston subassembly for reloading. Zeus Numerix developed an Octree
mesh based CFD solution procedure that couples moving body dynamics
of gun-bullet-piston configuration. The simulations were unsteady
transient in time domain. The predicted piston velocities were validated
against those measured during field trials.

Figure 42: Flow pattern ahead and behind the bullet during firing
of gun
Zeus Numerix delivered a customized simulation tool that enabled
customer to undertake parametric study to optimize gas reloading
design. Later, the simulation tool was upgraded to exploit parallel
hardware and reduce turnaround time. Thus, improvements were made
to rate of fire by the client using advanced simulation technologies.
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CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC RAIL GUN
Our customer is an armament group that is engaged with development
of rail gun to fire projectiles with high kinetic energy. A rail gun is an
electrically powered launcher based on principles of electromagnetic
forces to accelerate projectile. A typical design, consisting of two parallel
rails and a moving armature, is likely to experience 100 kA of current
during the operation. The corresponding repulsive force between rails
will be as high as ~ MN/m. The ability of proposed housing structure to
withstand such force is to be ascertained using finite element method.
Zeus Numerix simulated this multi-physics problem into two parts. First
part was development of a module (pre-processor + solver) based on Biot
Savart law to calculate magnetic field and, thereby, Lorentz force and
inductance for the whole system. Second part was development of a
utility to transfer Lorentz force as volumetric load distribution for carrying
out FE analysis in ANSYS v12. A series of validation studies were
conducted to ascertain correctness of individual modules.

Figure 43: (a) Hexahedral meshing (b) Lorentz force vector (c)
Stress distribution
Since the final design of rail gun is yet to be arrived at by the customer, a
custom-built parametric software package was delivered to the
customer. The package has been successfully operationalized for three
components viz. Rails, Transmission Line and Bitter Coil. Integrated
approach of the package enabled user to conveniently analyze and design
housing structures based on the input of current distribution.
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LIFE ESTIMATION OF HYDRO SPRING TYPE RECOIL SYSTEM
Design and development of weapon and ammunition system for artillery
requires among other things, robust design of recoil systems. Reliability
of the recoil system being of utmost importance has to be studied. India
is undertaking design of state-of-the-art artillery systems; hence Zeus
undertook a study project to enhance its capability in the field. Objective
was to re-assess the performance and life of recoil system using latest
simulation tools and methodology.
Zeus Numerix developed a system level dynamics code that solves for
force balance on recoil system. Thus, by accounting for hydraulic, spring,
frictional and inertial forces, the run-out distance and transient load on
piston were calculated. The dynamic code was further improved by using
the hydraulic resistance data as obtained from detailed CFD simulations.
In this case, the hydraulic oil flowed through a severely constricted orifice
of area ratios greater than 50:1. A transient stress analysis of piston rod
revealed the zones with high stress concentration. Finally, life of recoil
system, in terms of number of fires, was calculated using stress life
approach. The approach employed S-N curve for a given material.

Figure 44: Stress concentration zones on piston rod
The generic system tool for numerical analysis for recoil system has been
developed. The simulation tool caters to various types of recoil systems
for different types of guns. The tool can be readily used for design of recoil
system.
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DESIGN REVIEW OF MECHANICAL TIMER
Our customer is an Indian multinational engineering company with
interests in automobile, power, oil and gas, aerospace, construction etc.
They are engaged with development of mechanical timers which are
critical safety component for arming of Defence devices. Due the severe
restriction of quantity of metal content in devices, it is necessary that the
timer is made up of plastic, but still robust enough to withstand shock,
vibrations and drop. The customer sought an independent design review
that employs numerical analysis to confirm the reliability of their design.
Zeus Numerix developed a mathematical model for timer that simulated
escapement mechanism and calculated torque balance between gear
elements to estimate time of operation. It was followed by Finite Element
based analysis for robustness of timer housing and stress concentration
on gear teeth. Finally, a sensitivity and parametric analysis was conducted
to identify critical design parameters effecting performance and
robustness of time design.

Figure 45: (a) Pallet-Escape Wheel mechanism (b) Stress
distribution on gear teeth
Customer was delivered with a detailed design review report suitably
supported by mathematical calculations and simulation results. The
outcomes of the study were incorporated in a design document and
submitted to end client. This study helped our customer to obtain a goahead for bulk fabrication of timer devices.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION OF
RAIL GUN CONFIGURATIONS
Our customer is a research organization developing advanced
technologies for electromagnetic launch of high energy projectiles. The
system, commonly known as ‘Rail gun’, is being optimized for material,
weight and launch performance against the constraint of available power
bank. Candidate design configurations were chosen by customer based
on contemporary systems. A detailed electromagnetic-structural
simulation was desired to choose the best concept among many
candidates and optimize the best concept.
Zeus Numerix developed a novel methodology for simulating the
millisecond transient phenomena within which Mega amperes of current
is developed by discharging capacitor. Corresponding governing equation
i.e. current diffusion equation was solved for Scalar potential. Biot Savart
Law is used for initial guess of magnetic field in conductor. Time derivative
of H is obtained by solving RLC circuit using NG-SPICE. Governing equation
for H is solved using Poisson solver. Curl of H gives current and magnetic
flux is evaluated by constitutive relation of material.

Figure 46: (a) Schematic of Rail gun operation (b) magnetic field
vector and current density
Customer was delivered customized Rail gun design software. It included
a module to map Lorentz force distribution into ANSYS as body forces for
structural analysis. Quasi static analysis was conducted to simulate the
forces on the rail gun containment structure during the travel of
armature. Optimization of rail gun configurations was done that paved
way for hardware realization and testing.
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CENTRIFUGAL WATER PUMP DESIGN FOR ROTARY
ENGINE
Our customer is a defence lab actively involved in the research and
development of military automotive systems for India. The customer is
involved in the development of centrifugal type water pump for rotary
engine cooling application. Due to increase in the power rating of the
engine the pump must be redesigned for high flow rate. Since the housing
of the pump has not changed, it was required to redesign the impeller to
achieve higher flow rate keeping the dimensions and the delivery
pressure approximately same. Zeus Numerix engaged in performance
estimation of current pump and redesign to achieve the desired results.
CFD studies started with the meshing of pump housing, guide vanes and
the impeller. Moving frame of reference solver was used to model the
rotating impeller. Flow characteristics around the impeller and housing
was predicted. The CFD results matched well with the pump
manufacturer data. For the design iterations, design of experiments
method was chosen. Change was allowed in parameters like number
blades, blade angle, and vane geometry. Hand calculations are done to
arrive at theoretical design of impeller, design of vanes and no. of vanes.

Figure 47: Vector plot of fluid movement in centrifugal pump
CFD simulations achieved a design with 17% increase in flow rate with the
same impeller diameter. A nominal 4% decrease in head was seen that
was acceptable. Pump characteristics were generated for the final design
at 100%, 110%, 120%, and 130% of design speed. Comprehensive report
submitted to the customer included possible cavitation regions, system
operating point for each speed, static pressure distribution, velocity
vector and pressure plots. Geometry is provided in IGES format for the
development of pump that gave requisite performance.
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DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF MUZZLE BRAKE FOR 155 MM
ARTILLERY GUN
Our customer is a defence research laboratory engaged in the design and
development of 155mm artillery gun. To reduce force on the recoil
system, it is desired that suitable muzzle brake (MB) be designed.
However, the presence of MB also puts limitations in terms of the loads
on the barrel, wear on the muzzle brake, its efficiency, erosion
characteristics and internal ballistics. Higher MB acoustics leads to early
detection by enemy and should be kept in check. Lab also wanted a
comparison between different types of muzzle brakes like double baffle,
papper pot attachment and integrated papper pot.
ZN embarked on the problem by first simulating the internal ballistics of
solid propellant burning. A numerical approach developed in literature for
simulating internal ballistics of solid propellants was adopted for
computation. 1DOF mass and energy balance model was used to calculate
motion of the ordnance that gave its velocity at ABP. Once the ABP was
achieved 3D CFD was used to simulate the release of hot gases from the
baffles thereby giving the muzzle efficiency as output. Transient pressure
data from CFD was used to perform fatigue analysis on MB. Erosion and
wear analysis was performed to estimate the replacement life cycle of
MB.

Figure 48: High velocity gases coming out from double baffle MB
and comparison to without MB case
Project culminated in delivering an optimized design of MB to the
customer. In addition, customized software was developed that created
geometry and mesh of different MBs, performed all the simulations and
provided results and automatic report. Delivered optimized design was
9percentage more efficient than the original design.
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LASER THREAT DETECTION WITH OPTIMIZED SENSOR
LOCATION AND DECOY
Our customer is a Defence laboratory engaged in cutting edge research
on LASER Technologies and its applications. The lab is entrusted with the
protection of important facilities from incoming LASER guided threats. It
is imperative that threats coming from all possible directions be detected
soon. To achieve this, sensors have to be deployed in a cost-effective
manner. After the detection, mechanisms have to be put in place to
protect the target.
First the atmospheric attenuation of the LASERs from aircraft was
calculated and the consequent location and spot size on the target was
estimated. Diffused reflection was also calculated based on the material
properties of the target. Using multiple simulations for various locations,
sensor locations were optimized. Decoy location was optimized
depending upon seeker behavior.

Figure 49: Original trajectory of threat, detection, and activation
of decoy
Customer was delivered a custom-made software that will be used for
analysis of various high value targets. Each target will have minimum
number of sensors installed as given by the software for maximum
possible protection. Probability of detection by each sensor was also
given as a result. For each target and threat, unique location of decoy is
given. Software is being used for protection of confidential installations.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF ARTILLERY SHELL DURING INBORE TRAVEL
Our customer is large defence organization working on the development
of artillery shell for its new 155 mm gun. During in-bore travel, the shell
is subjected to large amounts of loads typically due to axial acceleration
and high temperature due to gas pressure, centrifugal force of rotating
mass, rotational acceleration through driving band, large frictional forces
on the bands etc. It is possible that due to large loads either the shell
structure or the driving band may fail, resulting in loss of projectile. The
customer desires to estimate the load and find the factor of safety in each
of the component.
Zeus Numerix did CAD cleaning job and used appropriate elements to
make a fine mesh with half a million nodes. Places where the stresses
should be high were given a higher mesh density. The tail experiences
hundreds of MPa of pressure and causes the shell to accelerate.
Simulations were carried out on the shell body assuming the material to
be linear and nonlinear. Differences in the stresses were noted for both.
Most complicated simulation was done on the driving band as the band
experiences axial compression, radial deformation, and frictional forces
due to engraving. After the completion of simulations for individual load
cases simulations for done for combined load cases. Finally, modal
analysis was carried out to find the natural frequencies of the shell.

Figure 50: Standard shell with driving band
It was seen that the stress state of shell body is primarily dictated by the
gas pressure. Locations of high stresses were found on the shell and the
driving band. Impact load on the nub that finally transfers to the shell was
also indicated. Results indicated that the shell would be safe in most
cases, but the customer will have to redesign the driving band.
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MODIFIED AIR INTAKE SYSTEM FOR HIGHER CAPACITY
ENGINE OF COMBAT VEHICLE
Our customer is working on the modification of infantry combat vehicle
(ICV) for the Indian Army. To increase the performance of the ICV, the
user has increased the power generated by the engine. This increase in
power has led to increase in air required by the engine. It also led to
increased heat dissipation requiring a change in the intercooler design
and its associated piping. Suitable design changes are to be made keeping
the pressure drop within acceptable limits.
Zeus Numerix used proprietary hybrid mesh based implicit compressible
flow CFD solver for all simulations. RANS simulations were done for the
air-intake with turbocharger. Cooling system was simulated separately.
Porosity model was used to simulate the perforated intake cylinder and
then full 3D CFD was done for the system. Entire cooling system, in all
complexity, was simulated for the prediction of pressure drop and
temperature distribution.

Figure 51: Engine of an Infantry Combat Vehicle
In air take and cooling system, large pressure drop was seen due to sharp
bends & higher flow velocity along with vortices at the bends of air intake.
Additionally, local stagnation zones & hot regions were observed, with
temperature being unacceptably high (80 deg C) at several places.
Increase of pipe diameter and change in bend angles of intake pipes and
cooling air circuit was suggested to reduce the pressure drop and break
the vortices. Customer will implement the suggestions after considering
the geometrical & dimensional constraints in the engine compartment.
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SIMULATION OF BALLOTING AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
OF FSAPDS AMMUNITION
Our customer is working on the development of new generation Fin
Stabilized Armor Piercing Discarding Sabot (FSAPDS) kinetic energy
ammunition. To obtain the desired accuracy, it is required to reduce the
disturbances developed during in-bore travel. The in-bore disturbances
or ‘balloting’ is caused by shot eccentricity, barrel wear / bend, lateral gas
pressure and initial shot concentricity / start angle of shot resulting in
significant ‘yaw-rate’ for the ammunition as it exits barrel and hence loss
off accuracy. It is required to study the balloting phenomenon and the
sensitivity of the parameters mentioned above on balloting.
Zeus Numerix developed a code to estimate the pressure-time profile
during in-bore travel for the given propellant. The estimated muzzle
velocity matched well with the experimental data within reasonable
accuracy. Code for balloting was developed and tentative ranges for the
parameters affecting the balloting were decided with the customer. The
shot is supported in the barrel due to driving and centering band. Analysis
was done to find the effect of driving and centering band compression on
the balloting. Results were also obtained for effects of CG offset and
distance from bands combined with their compression.

Figure 52: (a) Shot Pitch Rate (b) Shot Lateral Velocity vs. time
(legend hidden, and image aspect ratio changed)
Results were generated for lateral velocities, pitch angles and rates and
their variation with time. Parameters were varied to full range and results
were obtained. The predicted angular rates and lateral velocities were in
range of what are experimentally observed. Critical firing conditions were
found from the simulations. Parameters extremely sensitive and
relatively stable were elaborated. The customer is now in the redesign
phase for this ammunition.
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RIFLE RECOIL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND
OPTIMIZATION OF USING MUZZLE BRAKE
Our customer is responsible for development of rifles for the forces.
Though the gun is functioning well, the users desire reduction in recoil
force, thereby limiting user fatigue. Rifle is gas operated where a gas tap
creates a small bypass for the hot gases that moves the piston that in turn
activates the recoil mechanism. Due to recoil reduction being insufficient,
study needs to be carried out to understand the role of various parts in
recoil and suggestions for reduction.
The project started with estimation of pressure-time curve for the given
propellant. This data was used to calculate the bullet muzzle velocity and
recoil force. The results were used as input to 3D CFD study of the gun
operation and movement of piston. It was found that the recoil force was
dependent mainly on two parameters viz location and diameter of gas tap
hole. Best fit for the two parameters was determined by changing the
parameters for given constraints. For further reduction in recoil various
muzzle brake geometries were simulated in CFD. Both hole type and
baffle type designs were simulated. It was also found that the driving
spring was weak in absorbing the recoil energy.

Figure 53: (a) Base geometry pressure (b) CFD simulation with
muzzle brake
The parameter sensitivity study showed the best possible location and
diameter of the gas tap. For the given location, muzzle brake geometries
of various shapes have been simulated and one of the shape gives a
reduction of 30.3 percent reduction in recoil energy as compared to the
base geometry. Finally, simulations were done for the driving spring and
suggestions have been given for the desired stiffness of the spring. A
custom made CFD software was developed to simulate the gun shapes
where automatic mesh is generated just by giving parameters as input.
The final configuration will now be subjected to extensive firing trials.
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DESIGN IMPROVEMENT OF ARTILLERY GUN SUB-SYSTEMS
FOR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
Our customer is premier defence production agency in India having
expertise in the development of artillery gun. Continuous movement and
firing of the gun cause fatigue loads. It is observed that few of the
mounting assemblies are structurally weak, leading to eventual breakage.
Failure has been observed due to transient loads in transportation and
due to shock load during firing. It was required to prevent failures by
mathematically understanding the cause of failure.
Zeus Numerix approached the problem by 3D modelling the sub-assembly
for finding out the tolerances and loads. Since, in one case, failure was
observed in transportation, loads from the JS 55555 standard were taken
as input. Static structural analysis was done to determine the Factor of
Safety (FoS) of each sub-assembly. The static analysis was done for 5g,
10g, 15g, 20g and 25g loading conditions. Three versions of the mounting
assembly with difference in design and material were considered.

Figure 54: Stress Developed on Redesigned Fastener
In FEM, mounting was subjected to shock load of 20g peak acceleration
and 18ms pulse duration. Failure in simulation was observed at the same
location as seen in broken sub-assemblies kept at customer location.
Design modification and subsequent FEM was carried out until safe
design was arrived at. Customer was delivered drawings to manufacture
the redesigned component. The gun was transported and fired a few
hundred times without reporting a single failure.
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ANALYSIS OF RADOME DURING SEVERE STORM FOR
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
Our customer is a defense laboratory involved in design and development
of inflatable protection shelter solutions. The shelter would be used by
the defense forces and disaster relief personnel. The shelter had a special
requirement to be used in cyclonic conditions, where it was desired that
the shelter maintain its structural integrity and its shape even under these
high wind loads.
Zeus Numerix carried out an Aero-Structural analysis on the shelter for
approval. CFD simulations were done for 120 Kmph and 360 Kmph wind
speed to obtain the pressure forces on the structure. Simulations were
also done to obtain minimum, normal, maximum, and burst pressures.
The pressure distribution was mapped on the FE model and Stress
analysis was carried out with material assumed as a membrane that could
expand in pressure. Through simulations, it was noted that the Radome
could sustain wind speeds of 75 Kmph with an internal pressure of 400Pa
and 105kmph with an internal pressure of 900Pa.

Figure 55: Pressure Distribution around Radome at 120 Kmph
wind load (a) Front Side (b) Back Side
The study shown above is using publicly available simplified shape and
structural model of Radome. The simulation results like design
expectations were obtained and delivered to the customer. From
simulations, it was found that a flatter top profile of Radome reduced the
suction pressure & hence, improved survivability at high wind loads. The
results gave the customer confidence on the boundaries in which the
inflation pressure can be given and how the shelter will sustain in the
wind.
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FLOATATION OF FUTURISTIC INFANTRY COMBAT VEHICLE
USING SPH
India is embarking on design and development of Futuristic Infantry
Combat Vehicle (FICV). One of the major tasks in the design of FICV is
making the vehicle amphibious i.e. to make it float and travel forward in
water. First part of the design focuses on the vehicle volume to have
adequate buoyancy. Redistribution of loads is done such that any
perturbation in the floating position leads restoring moment, hence
stability. Internal research project was undertaken to simulate FICV when
it suddenly enters water.
FICV was modeled as an outer geometry that interacts with water.
Internal subsystems were modeled as lumped masses in their respective
CG positions with the total mass being ~15 tons. To test severe conditions,
the FICV was dropped in freshwater body from a certain height as
opposed to real case where it enters smoothly. Simulation aimed to
capture the sloshing of water and the time varying orientation of FICV.
Water is modeled as 70K particles and it took 4 hours of parallel GPU
computing time to simulate the problem.

Figure 56: FICV in different positions
Few cases were tried with same outer shape but different mass
distribution with the stable version shown here. The vehicle is dropped
from small height that made it go inside water and then come out. After
some perturbations, the vehicle rested stably in water as seen in part 4 of
the figure. Same technology has been used in simulation of ships too.
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USAGE OF SPH FOR PROJECTILE PENETRATION ANALYSIS
This work was pursued to develop and demonstrate in-house capabilities
in simulating projectile penetrations using the SPH method. SPH
(Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) is a numerical method for solving
fluid flows by modeling the fluid as discrete particles. Being mesh free, it
does not suffer from typical limitations of mesh-based techniques like
FEA, where moving and distorted grids result in severe non-linearity in
governing equation. The current work was of interest to our customers in
Defence laboratories, who needed a robust and scalable tool for assessing
the effectiveness of kinetic penetrators.
The development of SPH solver involves steps like dividing the
computational domain into finite number of particles, assigning physical
attributes (density, pressure, velocity) to them and then using kernel
interpolation to estimate variation of properties in each particle. The
kernels depend upon inter particle spacing and the smoothing length. A
B-spline kernel was used in all calculations. Artificial viscosity was
implemented to model shock waves, which are inherent to penetration
physics.

Figure 57: (a) Validation case of sphere impacting plate (b) Kinetic
penetration into inclined armor
The code was validated against standard cases where 1cm Aluminum /
steel sphere at 3.1 km/s impacts 0.2 cm thick Aluminum plate. The
predicted values of crater diameter and longitudinal movement of
projectile were within 3percentage of reported values. The code was then
applied to a practical penetration scenario of conical kinetic penetrator
impacting on a 15O inclined RHA (Rolled Homogeneous Armor).
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CHARACTERIZATION OF HYDROFOIL FOR CONTROL OF
SHIP
Our customer is one of India’s foremost designers and manufacturers of
naval vessels. During the design of one ship, customer was fitting a
harmonically oscillating hydrofoil wing to the vessel to control it. It was
required to estimate the hydrodynamic characteristics of the hydrofoil to
estimate the effect of oscillation on control of the vessel. Simulations
were carried out at various vessel speeds and angular speeds of the
hydrofoil.
Zeus Numerix carried out a systematic study with 2D and 3D analysis of
the problem statement using both the steady and unsteady approaches.
Hydrofoil is located on one side of the ship, hence the ship was ignored in
simulation and the hydrofoil root ended in a flat plate. Angle of attack
(AoA) attained due to the oscillation went up to 35 deg on both sides.
Results were compared with literature and it was found that the results
were in good agreement till 15 deg. The simulations gave oscillatory
forces and moments at higher angles of attack and the mean values gave
higher prediction of drag and lift as compared to experiment.

Figure 58: (a) Flow pattern at high AoA (b) Variation of lift with
AoA during upstroke and down stroke for two cycles
Several eddies and separation were seen in the simulation at high AoA
and vessel speeds. Customer was given the locations of possible
cavitation during the upstroke and down stroke for these cases. The
design had chord length and wing length as approximately equal the
design suggestions were given to increase the length to get more lift and
reduce the high AoA requirement. Bounds of error due to the
unsteadiness were reported. Hysteresis effect on lift during the upstroke
and down stroke was also given as a result. Customer used the results for
structural design and controls.
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ESTIMATION OF FLOW CHARACTERISTICS FOR A MARINE
PROPELLER
Our customer is one of the foremost designers and manufacturers of
pumps, propellers, and other fluid machinery equipment. They are in
process of redesign of marine propeller for increase in performance and
wanted to engage Indian vendor for high end turbo-machinery
simulations. The current propeller is two bladed and the blades are is
highly twisted from hub to tip, increasing the complexity of mesh
generation.
The design parameters affecting the performance of the propellers are no
of blades, its sectional profile, distribution of chord and twist, blade
setting angle, and these needed to be changed in case of any performance
issues. Since the requirement was to capture the flow physics very
accurately including the separations if any Zeus Numerix decided to use
the structured multi-block grid (shown below). Mesh had 372 blocks and
1.28 million mesh points. To capture the boundary layer first cell
thickness from the surface was kept at 50 microns.

Figure 59: (a) Structured multi-block mesh (b) Surface streamlines
on propeller
Simulation revealed that there is a separation line on the suction surface
of the propeller. Even with the change in RPM the surface streamline
behavior remained unchanged. Observation was also made that
simulation fails to capture the separation if CFD uses laminar flow or
wrong turbulence model. Customer was given suggestions to mitigate the
separation by changing the section profile of the blade keeping the hub
and maximum diameter fixed.
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DESIGN VERIFICATION OF NAVAL SUBASSEMBLY FOR
SHOCK LOAD
Our customer is a large private company that delivers custom-built
solutions in high technology engineering and manufacturing domain.
They were engaged with design and fabrication of CO2 adsorption unit
for a naval platform. The major concern was to verify the structural
integrity of proposed assembly which had to withstand continuous
vibration and high shock load. Design verification through FEA was a
mandatory requirement before fabrication of adsorption units can be
undertaken.
Zeus Numerix adopted an approach where the skid was modeled as shell
elements and bulk components were modeled as point masses with rigid
connection to the skid. The model was analyzed for shock loads
(equivalent static and transient dynamic) and vibration loads. Skid design
was strengthened by introducing stiffeners in the regions of failure. The
selection of stiffeners was such that they add little weight to the
adsorption unit.

Figure 60: (a) Schematic of CO2 Adsorber Skid (b) Shock load
profile on Skid
Zeus Numerix supplied a final consolidated design verification document
to the customer. It accompanied the customer to end-client’s site and
presented the simulation approach and supplied analysis files for their
approval. The project was completed within stipulated time and cost and
to the fullest satisfaction of the end-client.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF
NAVAL ARRESTER SYSTEM
Our customer is a reputed manufacturer of custom designed and
engineered systems to the needs of core and Defence sector. They were
engaged with design of a system to decelerate an underwater moving
body by dissipating its kinetic energy into hydraulic twisters. The sizing of
the twister i.e. rotor / stator dimensions were to be determined based on
the loads arising out of this unique application. There were no off-theshelf solutions available for this requirement.
Zeus Numerix started with a system level modeling of the arrester system
that included design parameters like net stiffness (primary and safety),
tape elasticity, inertia of moving mass. This time transient code generated
important data such as impact load on the body, deceleration distance,
tension on net / tape etc. Accordingly, hydraulic twister was designed;
efficacy of which was verified based on CFD simulation.

Figure 61: (a) Concept of Underwater Arrester (b) A typical
hydraulic twister construction
The customer was delivered with the design of hydraulic twister which
met all the severe constraints posed by its unique application. The
customer fabricated twister and other components of arrester systems
and successfully tested to their satisfaction of their end clients. Using an
innovative simulation approach, Zeus Numerix delivered a solution that
could not have been obtained from anywhere else.
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PREDICTION OF PRESSURE TRANSIENTS DURING THE
LAUNCH OF PLUG FROM TUBE
Our customer is a reputed Shipbuilder engaged in construction of
commercial vessels and warships for the navy. They were carrying out
design and manufacturing of launcher tube system of submerged vessel.
A common issue with tube launch is initiation of cavitation, which will
retard the “plug” being launched. Before prototype testing, client sought
CFD simulation to understand the extent of cavitation and ways to
mitigate it.
Zeus Numerix used its proprietary software CFDExpert™ to simulate tube
launch hydrodynamics. CFD was conducted at different time instances
with corresponding “plug” location, velocity, and acceleration. Flow
parameters ahead and behind the plug were noted. As expected,
cavitation was predicted near the tail end of “plug”. Initiation of
cavitation was found to be a function of submerged depth as well as
internal bore profile of tube.

Figure 62: Schematic of Tube Launch; Time History of Pressure
drop and plug tail pressure
For each design of tube internal profile, client was supplied with a
detailed analysis report covering the onset and duration of the cavitation.
Accordingly, customer selected the most optimum tube profile. The study
report was used to get sufficient confidence level of tube design and
hence move ahead with prototype building.
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HYDRO STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF BUOY COVER
Our customer is a large private company that delivers custom-built
solutions in high technology engineering and manufacturing domain.
They were engaged with design and fabrication of buoy covers for a naval
platform. The major concern was to verify the structural integrity of
proposed design which had to withstand the hydrodynamics and
buoyancy forces. They sought design verification through high fidelity
simulation methodology that does not make any assumption on input
load magnitude and captures local details of Buoy Cover design.
Zeus Numerix identified the following approach for design verification.
First a Hydrodynamic analysis was performed using CFD, from which the
distribution of pressure forces on buoy cover was generated. This
distribution of forces was mapped on FE model of Buoy Cover using
proprietary load transfer module. A static FE analysis for buoy cover along
with other components like hinges, lock assembly and pins was
performed. High stress and displacement locations were obtained.

Figure 63: (a) Pressure distribution over Buoy Cover (b) Stress
distribution
Zeus Numerix identified the critical areas of failure suggested design
modification to the customer. One more set of Hydro-Structural analysis
was carried out for the modified design and it was found to be safe in
terms of stress and deflection. This enabled the customer to go ahead
with the fabrication of Buoy Cover with full confidence on design
integrity.
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DETAILED ANALYSIS OF NAVAL STEERING GEAR SYSTEMS
Our customer is one of the premier defense organizations in the country.
They were involved in the development of a naval vessels steering
system. The steering system consists of multiple steering gears for
operating various control surfaces of the naval vessel. The steering gears
are critical items as they control the movement of the vessel and hence it
is required to ascertain the structural integrity, fatigue life and reliability
of the mechanism. Since this is a moving mechanism, operation must be
simulated to predict any interference.
Zeus Numerix meshed the entire assembly using high order hexahedral
and tetrahedral elements. Modal Analysis was carried out to calculate the
natural frequencies of the steering system. Multi-body dynamic (MBD)
analysis of the mechanism was carried out to find if there will be any
interference and to estimate the loads generated during operation. Static
Analysis was done to estimate the stresses during operation of the gear
system. The system was also subjected to shock and vibrational loads to
determine the structural integrity as per the MIL standards. Finally,
fatigue analysis was also done to estimate the life of the steering system.
Once MBD and FEM was complete, reliability analysis of the entire system
was carried out using the US Navy codes.

Figure 64: Stresses on Part of Steering System (generic image)
The customer was delivered with a comprehensive report on all the types
of analysis carried out. Based on the simulation results, it was ascertained
that the component is safe and reliable. This led to receipt of certification
for integration in the vessel.
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SUPPLY OF EXTENDED THICKNESS MEASUREMENT
SOFTWARE MODULE
Our customer is an international organization for ship classification and
certification. The customer is involved in developing software for various
aspects of merchant ship quality assurance. The customer has developed
Thickness Measurement Software, TMS in short, that assists surveyors in
verifying the compliances of thickness measurement of various metal
structures on a ship. Zeus Numerix was engaged in developing an
extended version of TMS by adding capabilities for handling smaller
classes of vessels.
Existing TMS code, its structure and function of the TMS were studied and
the data structure understood. Changes in GUI and code were made to
add new options for selecting non-CSR (common structural rules) vessel
types in the TMS. Modifications were made to the particulars forms, for
accommodating requirement of non-CSR vessel type. Software is
modified for adding entries of ship details for later use in Longitudinal
Strength calculations. Back-end logic is implemented for each new form
for handling all the calculations to perform various entries.

Figure 65: Diminution Summary of a particular vessel
The customer was delivered with an updated version of the TMS. The
extended version could generate reports for non-CSR vessel types
automatically in PDF format. The report contains date and time stamp
and gets stored in a repository. Software was delivered as standalone GUI
package with licensing controlled by the customers. The software was
deployed at many locations of the customer.
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DESIGN FOR HYDRODYNAMICS AND RADAR CROSS
SECTION OF NAVAL VESSEL
Our customer is a large defence shipyard. They are engaged in design and
development of a patrol vessel. The shipyard was given a task by the user
to reduce the hydrodynamic drag from the ship hull and reduce the Radar
Cross Section of the hull and super structure combined. Due to stringent
conditions of the user, it was required to have the RCS within a limit.
Change in external shape was permitted if it met the constraints of
spacing for sub-systems.
Multiple techniques were used for the simulation of hydrodynamics of
the ship. Time Domain Boundary Element Method was used to predict
the hydrodynamic characteristics like drag, trim and sinkage of sea vessel.
Sea keeping simulations were done to estimate the dynamics of ship in
motion for various sea states including green sea followed by RANS CFD.
Multiple simulations were carried out at different surge speeds to
calculate hull resistance. After hull redesign, RCS calculations were done
using PO-PTD-SBR method including sea water and wave effects.

Figure 66: Ship wake and illumination by EM waves
Validations of code was carried out on the Wigley test case. Excellent
match was found between the experiment and simulation. Zig-Zag
maneuver, turning circle, pull-out maneuver was simulated. Hull design
was changed to obtain desired results. Superstructure was modified with
70 percent reduction in RCS achieved as compared to the base geometry.
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SHOCK, VIBRATION AND MOTION ANALYSIS OF SHIP
STRUCTURE DURING MISSILE LAUNCH
Our customer is a one of the premier defense laboratories in the country.
They were involved in a project to launch missiles using a naval platform.
The naval platform has large displacement and carries a battery of
weapon systems. During the launch of missile from the launcher on board
the ship significant transient loads will pass through to the ship structure.
These events can temporarily introduce high stresses & vibration in the
structure, as well as overall ship pitching or roll motion. The customer
wanted to quantify these effects to ensure the safety of the platform
during missile launch.
Zeus Numerix approached the problem by identifying three critical
analysis requirements, required to quantify the effects. Numerical
analysis was done for (a) Plume Shock Analysis, (b) Vibrational Analysis
and (c) Ship Motion Analysis. The plume shock analysis was done to
estimate the development of temporary stresses during a missile launch
and plume impingement. The vibrational analysis was done to identify the
structures that would resonate due to missile plume induced vibrations.
The ship motion analysis was done to estimate the motion of the ship
induced during and after the missile launch.

Figure 67: Missile being Launched from a Naval Platform
The customer was delivered with a comprehensive report with the
analysis of all the three simulations. The simulations quantified all the
requirements of the customer and proved the structural integrity of the
naval platform. The simulation report was used as a go ahead for
conducting firing trials from the naval platform.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPOSITE MATERIAL
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP FOR SEA WATER RECIRCULATION
Technology Development Fund by DRDO HQ awarded project for design
and development of composite material sea water pump. The use of
carbon composite was preferred to metal to decrease the galvanic
corrosion and reduction in weight. Two types of pumps are required to
be developed one for the recirculation of seawater for cooling
requirements and other a portable dewatering pump.
Zeus Numerix approached the problem by first undertaking hydraulic
design of the pumps using the Hydraulic Institute Standards (HIS). The
approach yielded the required parameters such as impeller diameter,
impeller eye diameter, overall width of impeller, number of vanes, shroud
thickness, axial thrust, radial thrust, shaft diameter, and tentative motor
power etc. Detailed CAD design was followed by CFD analysis especially
on the Impeller. Iterative CFD and FEM analysis helped to arrive at the
final shape of the pump. Motor was designed specifically for the pumps.
Navy approved vendors were selected for the supply of seal, starter, and
other small items. Final design was subjected to NSS Grade ‘A’ shock
testing in a DRDO lab.

Figure 68: Actual Composite Recirculation Pump
Assembly requirements were developed along with QAP documents. User
manual was developed for the pump operation. The recirculation pump
was subjected to 100 hours of endurance test that is passed successfully.
The pumping element weight was reduced to 25% and efficiency
increased by 16%. Pumps will now be tested on ships.
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DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT OF TEST RIG FOR 125 TPH
COMPOSITE SEA-WATER PUMP
Our customer is the Indian Navy (IN) and DRDO HQ have awarded us a
design and development project for Composite Sea Water Pump.
Composite materials pump will lead to light weighting and corrosion
prevention. The theoretical design of the pump needs to be validated
with physical testing. Hydraulic parameters like head developed, flow
rate, efficiency etc. needs to be checked. The pump also needed to be
tested in accordance with the IS 1937-1978 (2002) standards.
Zeus Numerix first designed the test rig using a CAD modeling software
available in house. The CAD model of the test-rig was shared with the
manufacturing partner. The control panel consisted of 3 phase main
connection, mains switching and protection devices. Industrial grade
control wiring with labelling, cable glands and panel accessories were
used. The piping size of 3”/4” line with necessary adaptation to suit pump
in/out flanges were made using MS pipes. Sump mounting was set for
+2M suction head. The complete rig consisted of the control panel, piping,
strainer & mounting accessories, head measurement unit, flow
measurement unit, temperature measurement unit and energy
measurement unit.

Figure 69: Composite Sea-Water Pump on Test Rig
The customer was provided with manufactured test rig. All the required
parameters that needed to be validated were performed successfully.
The test rig consisted of features that enabled the testing for airborne
noise, structural vibrations, and tilt test on the pump. Additional runs with
more hours of operation are currently planned to be performed.
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STEALTH ASSESSMENT OF FULL-SCALE AIRBORNE AND
NAVAL SYSTEM
Stealth has become a strict design criterion for most of the airborne and
naval systems that are being developed at our client organizations. In
pursuit of a stealthy design, first level activity is basic shape optimization
to minimize mono-static RCS for critical viewing angles. In terms of
electric size, these configurations lie in optical region and therefore,
methods based on PO and GO for RCS evaluation are best suited.
However, results are sensitive to model preparation and choice of various
options available to these methods. Being a critical design consideration,
our customers desired an engagement by which all nuances of Radar
Cross Section or RCS prediction are accounted in a transparent manner.
Zeus Numerix has developed a high frequency solver for RCS prediction
of full-scale configurations based on Physical Optics. Unlike GO method,
no geometrical simplification is needed. By incorporating PTD and SBR
modules, edge diffraction and multiple bounces are also accounted for.
Large surface mesh sizes (~10 million), typical of full-scale configuration,
are easily handled as solver is optimized for exploiting parallel computing
infrastructure. Feasibility has been established on airborne / naval
systems that are under development.

Figure 70: (a) Sensitivity of PO options on ship RCS (b) Sensitivity of
model preparation on UAV RCS
The software has been validated against experimental results. The
software is now properly packaged and licensed to users.
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SHIP AIR WAKE SIMULATION FOR FLIGHT SAFETY
Our customer is a large naval shipyard engaged in design and
development of ships with helicopter landing decks. As per International
standards like CAP 437 and Indian standards the gas turbine exhaust
interference with the helideck should be studied to prevent hard landing
of helicopter. Validation of the CFD methodology and skill of the user was
a pre-requisite for performing this study. Zeus Numerix located an
experimental study completed at IIT Delhi by PR Kulkarni et al and
replicated the results for validation.
The experimental model consists of a flat base with two ship funnels that
are scaled down gas turbine exhaust. The model is fixed to the base of the
wind tunnel and smoke can pass through the two funnels. Wind tunnel
testing is done for various yaw angles of the ship. Same model was chosen
for CFD analysis. Ship scaled down model 1:50 was made along with the
walls of the tunnel. Mesh size of more than a million was created with
mesh density higher in downstream direction. Turbulent simulation was
done using k-epsilon model and results were obtained for freestream
wind velocity of 36 Kmph.

Figure 71: Plume visualization and comparison with experiment
Streamline plots showed good comparison of flow pattern between the
CFD and experiment. Normalized velocity was compared at plane 3 of the
superstructure that is just downstream of the first funnel. Good
qualitative and quantitative comparison is seen between the
experimental, literature CFD and Zeus CFD result for the axial and vertical
variation of velocity. The result was used by the customer to qualify the
Zeus CFD team to work on the actual ship project.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A GUIDED AERIAL STORE
Our customer is a premier Defence establishment working for Indian
Forces in developing state of the art armaments. They are engaged in
precision strike capabilities by design and development of GPS/INS
guidance and control kit for an air dropped store. For design of the
guidance and control algorithm, aerodynamic coefficients of the store are
required over the flight envelope possible during the guided flight. Even
though, the semi-empirical DATCOM datasheet was previously used for
fixing store configuration, it fails to provide aerodynamic response of a
maneuvering store with control surface (tail fins) deflection and
orientation.
Zeus Numerix recommended high fidelity turbulent viscous CFD
simulation of store as flow separation was expected at high angle of
attack and large fin deflections. Zeus Numerix opted for its proprietary
pre-processor (GridZ™, structured multi-block mesh), CFD solver
(FlowZ™, compressible and parallel) and post-processor (ViewZ™)
modules of CFDExpert™ for the simulations. The simulation matrix of 110
CFD runs was completed within weeks on in-house parallel computing
server.

Figure 72: Aerodynamic derivatives of HSLD bomb
Customer was provided with tabulated static and dynamic aerodynamics coefficients. The coefficients were used by them to develop
guidance and control algorithm and predict the trajectory and precision
hit accuracy. Through this study our customer was able to eliminate the
need of conducting costly and time-consuming wind tunnel experiment
from their design and development process.
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SEPARATION ANALYSIS OF CRUISE VEHICLE FROM LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Our customer is premier defence lab working on design and development
of missile systems. The customer is involved in the design of hypersonic
technology demonstrator vehicle. It consists of a cruise vehicle housed
inside a launch vehicle. The scramjet powered cruise vehicle is taken to a
required altitude at a desired hypersonic velocity with the help of a launch
vehicle. In precise operations, the launch vehicle opens its panels and
separates the cruise vehicle. The separation process is complicated due
to the hypersonic aerodynamics at lower pressure, presence of
stagnation zones with low velocity, and stiffness in the computational
methods.
Structured multi-block mesh was created with different separation
distances between the launch vehicle and cruise vehicle. Stability issues
were observed in the CFD solver due to the presence of low velocity
stagnation zones including the negative pressure phenomenon. Solver
was modified to take care of these difficulties and to avoid the carbuncle
phenomenon. Small distance between the cruise vehicle and launch
vehicle and air intake of the cruise vehicle were properly modelled.
Unsteady flow phenomenon due to small separation distance was
captured. Flow features were carefully analyzed to evaluate the presence
of interference effects between the two bodies. Forces and instabilities
due to proximity between them was estimated.

Figure 73: Mach no in axisymmetric plane during the separation
The customer was delivered a consolidated report of the separation
analysis. Consolidated aerodynamics coefficient and individual
contribution of cruise and launch vehicle were provided. Pockets of flow
with high and low pressure, Mach no. were identified and the plots of the
same were delivered. Variation of drag and lift were estimated with the
help of cumulative drag vs. axial length plot.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION OF AIR BREATHING
ENGINE
Our customer in Republic of Korea is engaged with conceptual design and
development of supersonic air breathing engine. The engine is based on
mixed-compression air intake, subsonic combustor, fuel injection system
and a nozzle. A mathematical model was desired to be developed for
estimating and understanding its working over its flight envelope. The
development of such multi-component mathematical model required a
multi-disciplinary group with deep expertise in development of numerical
simulation tools.
Zeus Numerix selected the most appropriate techniques for component
wise simulation and then integrated them all into a common framework
for system level performance prediction. It included 3D CFD simulations
for air intake, 1D detailed chemical kinetics of JP-10 for subsonic
combustor and empirical modules for fuel injection and nozzle
functioning. A novel system level dynamics framework to integrate the
component modules was designed and implemented.

Figure 74: Global and local models for modeling of RAMJET engine
Customer was provided with a well-documented integrated framework,
its validation studies and analysis report. The framework was further used
by customer to devise control strategies for this engine. Through this
engagement with Zeus Numerix, customer overcame the critical
constraint on availability of research and development resources with
expertise in development and usage of numerical methods.
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UNSTEADY SIMULATIONS ON SPINNING GUIDED
ARTILLERY ROCKET
Our customer is a defence research organization active in the
development of artillery rockets. Development of Guided Rocket was
under progress at the customer facility. Here the tail fin section is roll
decoupled from the entire body. The rocket is guided and hence, likely to
have large angles of attack during flight.
Unsteady CFD study was performed by Zeus Numerix to evaluate the
aerodynamic characteristic of the flow around the spinning tail unit. The
rocket control surfaces include wrapped around fin configuration with
free rolling tail and movable canard surfaces. At a given altitude, free
stream Mach no and cant angle of fin, the of tail unit was estimated.
NumerixExpert Octree based unsteady CFD code of Zeus Numerix is used
for simulation. The code generated new mesh after each time step for
capture the unsteadiness.

Figure 75: Cross section near showing asymmetric behavior
The customer was provided the consolidated report containing full
methodology of the simulations along with the end results. Force and
moments were evaluated at different RPM and angle of attacked
unsteady conditions. Plots showing pressure and Mach number are
provided at various cross sections perpendicular to fins. Canard
aerodynamic behavior was provided to use in design of control logic.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRAJECTORY CORRECTION MODULE
FOR ROCKET
Our customer is a government research lab working on development
unguided rocket systems and technologies to improve their accuracy. It
was required to increase the accuracy of the rocket by economical means
to increase the kill probability. It was envisaged that the desired accuracy
can be achieved by installing a gas generator on the nose of the rocket
that gives constant small force to nudge the rocket towards the target
coordinates. The hardware of desired gas generation characteristics was
sourced by the ab and Zeus Numerix is engaged in developing a software
program to modify the trajectory of the rocket for known hardware.
The control algorithm developed by Zeus Numerix used both 3 DoF and 6
DoF methods to predict the trajectory of the rocket and to correct the
path. The problem was a closed loop control system where the target
location is the input and the change of trajectory using 6 DoF method is
the output. Kalman filter is used to remove the unwanted disturbances in
the control system. Initial 3 DoF method is integrated with an error
estimator to generate the input for the switch function. The switch will
stimulate the gas generator of the rocket that in turn would modify the
rocket trajectory towards the desired location.

Figure 76: Original and corrected trajectory of the rocket
A dynamics solver with GUI was delivered to the customer. The software
was able to determine max steering capability in elevation and azimuth
plane which helped to change the course of the rocket in the middle of its
path. Animation of the predicted trajectory is generated in the software
for better visualization. Flight test for the system were successful.
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SOFTWARE FOR DESIGN OF THERMAL PROTECTION LINER
INSIDE ROCKET NOZZLE
Our customer is a premier research lab for development of unguided
rockets. For the analysis of thermal protection system of rocket nozzle,
the customer needed a software with capabilities to predict the transient
thermal response of charring ablation materials and heat sink materials
and generate plots of casing temperature, char thickness and virgin
thickness as function of time. Zeus Numerix was engaged in the
development of custom software that helps in the design of thermal
protection liner.
Ablation is a very specialized field and does not have standard commercial
software. Zeus Numerix engaged in literature survey and presented the
formulation and mathematical modeling technique to the customer. For
charring ablation, the heat transfer coefficients were calculated using
Bartz equation. Plume and ablation material properties were taken as an
input to the software. Landau transformation is applied for the char layer
and virgin layer. The solver can calculate char thickness, surface
temperature, virgin thickness, and interface temperature. The final
software can also solve for heat sink case and allowed additional
boundary conditions in the solver.

Figure 77: Casing temperature vs. time graph generate from the
thermal protection liner design software
The customer was delivered a solver software package for design of
thermal liner protection system with GUI. Transient internal thermal
response of thermal protection system material output was used for
mission specific nozzle design.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF ROCKETS WITH BRAKE
RINGS AND TRAJECTORY PREDICTION
Our customer is a leading developer of unguided rocket systems. To have
a shorter range from the same rocket, brake rings are deployed. Customer
had used the 6 DOF code from Zeus to predict the trajectory and that has
been trimmed and validated with the flight test. It is required to estimate
the new aerodynamic coefficients of the rockets with different sizes of
brake rings and tune the 6DoF code to predict the trajectory in presence
of brake rings.
Unguided rockets are roll stabilized. To predict the drift and increased
drag aerodynamic simulations were required to capture the magnus
effect along with the effect of brake rings. CFD studies were done with a
higher mesh density near the rings. Rotational effect was given to the
rocket surface as a wall boundary condition. CFD simulations were used
to estimate the aerodynamic characteristics for a range of subsonic to
supersonic Mach numbers at various angles of attack. The results
obtained from CFD analysis is compared with the customer data and then
the trimmed aerodynamic coefficients are input in the 6-DoF software
developed by Zeus

Figure 78: Comparison of experimental and simulation results
Trimmed aerodynamic data was provided to the customer. Fine-tuned 6DoF software along with the GUI was delivered. Simulations were
executed for the test conditions that were planned for flight tests. Post
flight tests comparison was made between the prediction by Zeus code
and actual flight. Very good comparison was achieved in the flight
trajectory and the code is now used as a basis for fire control.
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SIMULATION SOFTWARE FOR PULSE DETONATION ENGINE
Our customer is a premier Defence establishment with a mandate to
explore futuristic technology systems for Indian Forces. One of such
system is Pulse Detonation Engine (PDE) that promises to provide thrust
at much better efficiencies as compared to any existing engines. PDE uses
detonation waves to rapidly compress and combust fuel. Therefore,
design of PDE is heavily dependent on movement of waves, which must
be simulated for initiating preliminary design.
Zeus Numerix (ZN) carried out a fundamental study of the working of PDE
by simulating an idealized PDE. The idealized PDE is a 1-dimensional tube
with one closed end and other end open to atmosphere. ZN developed
an in-house tool for simulating multiphase Euler equations where
reactants and products of combustion are simultaneously present. The
combustion was modeled by using single step Arrhenius equation. A
combustion cycle is initiated by giving a spark to the fluid at the closed
end of the tube. The spark causes an instant detonation and results in a
combined flame and shock wave front which travels towards the open
end of the tube. This combustion generates tremendous amount of
energy and momentum in the fluid which gets ejected from the open end
and thus producing engine thrust.

Figure 79: (a) Pulse Detonation Engine (b,c) Snap shots from
customized PDE analysis software
The customer was supplied with a GUI driven customized PDE analysis
software. A series of parametric analysis was conducted to identify critical
design parameters. With this understanding, the customer went ahead
with first prototype fabrication.
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERSONIC ROCKET
SLED
Our customer is a defence research laboratory involved in the design and
development of facilities are used in the testing of terminal ballistics. The
lab uses a rocket launched rail track facility to do high speed
measurements on various payloads. The payload is kept on top of the sled
and rockets give propulsive power to the sled. Lab required that the sled
be aerodynamically and structurally redesigned to increase the maximum
speed and decrease the number of rockets consumed for same payload.
Mission was increased from a low subsonic velocity of Mach 0.7 to Mach
1.5 as the top speed. Apart from the aerodynamic design, functional
design like storage for electronics was in scope. Since the sled is
recoverable, it was desired that efficient braking mechanism was
designed for deceleration and recovery. Restriction of width and height
was given. Lab wanted Zeus to supervise the manufacturing to realize the
design as intended.

Figure 80: Comparison of previous and current sled
Conceptual aerodynamic design of the sled was done, and three concepts
were found to be promising. After extensive review one of them was
chosen. Structural design was done using first principles and FEM.
Aerospace grade Aluminum was chosen for the construction. A
combination of air and sand brakes were designed to stop the vehicle
from supersonic speed to zero. Structural design had to be strong enough
to bear the load of rocket and transfer the propulsive force. Care was
taken in the design to make it light weight and reliable. Shoes for the sled
were designed to take the heat loading while traveling at supersonic
speeds. More than six numbers have been fabricated and the tests
conducted on the new sled have been successful. The results match nicely
with the predicted dynamics.
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CUSTOMIZED CFD SOFTWARE FOR SCRAMJET ENGINE
Our customer is the nodal agency for development of satellite launch
vehicles and are engaged in design and development of advanced
propulsion concept namely, air breathing scramjet engine. Design of
supersonic air intake is a critical aspect of scramjet engines, since it
generates oblique shocks to forcefully compress and decelerate the
incoming air before combustion. Estimation of flow slippage, pressure
recovery and aero- thermal loads are important criteria on which design
was required to be optimized.
Realizing the complex aero thermodynamics of hypersonic flow, Zeus
Numerix relied on use of high-quality structured mesh for obtaining RANS
based CFD solution. Since manual generation of structured mesh was a
cumbersome process, Zeus Numerix exploited scripting capabilities of
proprietary GridZ™ to create an automated meshing module for scramjet
intakes. 45 different geometry parameters including radii, included
angles, lengths, heights and widths, were allowed as input to the
automated package. None of the commercially available software could
have automated this extremely complex mesh generation process.

Figure 81: (a) Structured mesh supersonic intake (b) Shock
patterns towards air intake
Customer was supplied the customized software after testing on 10
different geometries and flow configurations. The results were found to
be consistent with the expected physics, as determined from
experimental studies as well as empirical relations. This package is
currently being used extensively towards optimizing the configuration of
the air intakes, saving several months’ worth of manpower.
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AERO STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED RANGE
ROCKET
Our customer is a premier Defence establishment engaged in enhancing
the capabilities of Multi Barrel Rocket Launch system for Indian Forces.
They are targeting to increase the range of current rockets by
50percentage through use of additional propellant and associated design
modification. The new rocket design is expected to experience large
aerodynamic and inertial loads due to higher speeds and spin during the
flight. This would cause structural bending and fin flutter that may result
into trajectory deviation or rocket failure, something which should be
avoided at design stage through a combined aero- structural analysis.
Zeus Numerix performed structural analysis of rocket at the flight
condition that generates maximum aerodynamic load. The detailed
aerodynamic load profile of rocket was obtained using high fidelity
viscous CFD analysis performed on its proprietary software, whereas
ANSYS v12.0 was utilized for FEM calculations. The novelty of the
approach was development and usage of an in-house tool that
transferred pressure load from CFD mesh onto the FEM Mesh, thus
improving the accuracy of the results by considering local behaviors.

Figure 82: Transfer of CFD loads to FEM for rocket configuration
Customer was provided with aerodynamics coefficients, surface pressure
distribution, rocket deflection and Von-Mises stress distributions. The
highly stressed region over the fin was modified by the customer by
varying its thickness. Through this study our customer was able to prove
the structural integrity of his rocket design while aiming for higher range
and speed.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS FOR WEAPONIZATION OF
AIRCRAFT
Our customer is a premier Defence organization that develops state of
the art supersonic missile system. They are engaged with its deployment
on India’s front-line fighter aircraft. For design of deployment
components, a series of aerodynamics governed data on combined
aircraft-missile configuration is needed. The required data, since
pertaining to actual flight conditions, cannot be generated at wind tunnel
and flight tests tend to be riskier at initial development stages.
Zeus Numerix relied on a series of steady and unsteady CFD simulations
to generate changes to aircraft aerodynamics (in presence of missile),
loads on pylon, engine fouling characteristics and separation dynamics.
Proprietary hybrid mesh based implicit compressible flow CFD solver was
chosen for all steady simulations, whereas separation dynamics was
targeted using adaptive mesh-based simulation setup. The simulation
matrix contained a total of 210 CFD runs encompassing the entire gamut
of aerodynamic interactions that missile would have with aircraft.

Figure 83: Captive loading analysis for full flight envelope
Customer was provided with tabulated static and dynamic aerodynamics
coefficients along with a detailed and thorough analysis of results
including component loads and engine mass flow rates. The study also
generated much needed data to instill confidence on the safety of
deployment / separation process. Subsequently, customer used this
aerodynamic study to obtain certification and approval for induction of
aerial configuration of missile system into armed forces.
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USING IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR ESTIMATING
ROCKET TIP-OFF
Our customer is a Defence organization working towards delivering state
of the art Multi Barrel Rocket Launch system to Indian Army. Such
systems suffer from tip-off, i.e. nonalignment of the projectile with the
launch tube at the time when projectile has just left the tube. Since tipoff affects the fall of shot and CEP (Circular Error of Probability), its
measurement from every launch trial is extremely desirable. Even though
high-speed cameras (1000 fps) are being used to document the launch,
manual analysis on underlying images is error prone due to distortions
from lens aberration, CCD/CMOS noise, lossy image compression
algorithm etc.
Zeus Numerix developed a generic software framework involving
computer vision and image processing concepts. The software comprised
mainly of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Calibration (transform from optical characteristic and orientation),
Lens Distortion (modeling of radially symmetric distortions),
Shooting Setup (selection of video frame composition),
Image Processing (tracking algo for projectile translation / rotation)
Kalman Filter (analysis with dynamics equation).

The measured tip-off values from this software were in excellent
agreement with numerically estimated value and its effect of fall of shot.

Figure 84: Image processing for analysis of rocket flight
Customer was supplied with this software which automated the process
of rocket launch measurement. Extracted data is presented in easy to
analyze tables / graphical plots, thus saving the designers of rocket
system a lot of precious time.
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STUDY OF IN-BORE BALLISTICS FOR TIP-OFF DURING
ROCKET LAUNCH
Our customer is a government organization working for the development
of artillery rockets. Short ranging of rocket is observed and the same has
been attributed to the rocket tipping off while ejecting from the launcher.
The customer requires that the in-bore parameters be predicted, and the
fire control computer or FCC be modified to include the effects of tip-off.
In the tip-off phase the CG of rocket is out of the launcher creating a
downward moment causing the rocket to tip down decreasing the range.
Zeus Numerix was engaged to estimate the tip-off for the given rocket,
validate the software using physical measurements and results of
modified FCC with the flight data.
Rockets have four phases from the launch i.e. détente phase, tip-off, tube
guidance and free flight. Each of the previous phases affects the following
phase. The interaction dynamics between launcher and rocket is modeled
using dynamics equations. Effect of tip-off and rotational inertia due to
tip-off are modeled. Other factors such as détente force, launcher tube
orientation, inertial properties of rockets, are included in the math model.
The software predicts the in-bore motion parameters of the rockets like
velocity, acceleration and spin; side slapping, forces induced on the
launcher during rocket launcher interaction and tip-off parameters like
yaw and yaw rate and pitch and pitch rates of the rocket.

Figure 85: Representation of in-bore ballistics of rocket at
different phases
A GUI based software package which estimates the in-bore parameters of
rocket and tip-off parameters due to interaction between rocket and
launcher is delivered. Modifications required to the FCC due to the tip-off
were included. The software was validated using image processing of
actual firing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE CONTROL COMPUTER FOR
ROCKET LAUNCH
Our customer is responsible for delivery of unguided rockets to intended
target. Customer was faced with a practical problem of training the user
in operation of firing mechanism such that the rocket can be launched to
hit within the circular error probability (CEP) of the target. Zeus Numerix
was required to develop software for fire control logic that would
immediately give the user desired direction of firing.
Various external factors affecting the setting for firing that needed to be
included in the study were effect of wind, range and position of the
target, elevation of the firing mechanism above the reference line and
elevation/depression of the target w.r.t. reference line. Zeus Numerix had
already estimated the aerodynamic data of the rocket using CFD analysis
for full flight envelope. Using these coefficients and in house 6DOF code,
a firing logic was prepared. It gave the user desired azimuth and elevation
angle for the given set of field conditions.

Figure 86: GUI of the customized software
Customer tested this fire control computer in the firing range for various
firing angles and the software got validated from the data for actual firing.
Software gives the desired result in runtime as the user will have to make
quick decisions in field. Software has now become part of the firing
mechanism.
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GUIDED MISSILE CONFIGURATION DESIGN USING
CFDEXPERT-MISSILE
This work was pursued to demonstrate utility of CFDExpert-Missile for
configuration design of state-of-the-art guided missiles. The design of an
agile guided missile is a delicate balance between aerodynamic stability
and control effectiveness from tail fin deflection. Therefore, precision
guided missiles often employ multiple control surfaces such as tail fins,
wings, canards and strakes. Reliable design of complex missile
configurations is not possible using traditional DATCOM database, which
gives very rough estimates of aero coefficients.
Zeus Numerix has developed a customized CFD package for quick and
high-fidelity aero analysis of missile and rocket configurations. Using
backend scripts, the package generates structured mesh over complex
missile configurations that may have any of the several of nose shape
profile, control surfaces with deflection, wire tunnels and launch shoes.
The quality of structured mesh makes it suitable for simulations for cruise
conditions, for control surface effective, for high angle of attack
aerodynamics and for estimating heat flux at leading edge surfaces.

Figure 87: Versatility of CFDExpert-Missile in Analyzing Various
Missile Configurations
One of our customers undertook a benchmarking exercise of CFDExpertMissile against the wind tunnel data of an existing guided missile. The
coefficients important of stability and control i.e. CNα and CNδ were
predicted within 3percentage of wind tunnel values. Due to automation,
the analysis (including geometry and mesh) could be completed within
few hours. The customization of CFDExpert-Missile made it possible for
system designers to evaluate aerodynamic data without entering
complexity of CFD process.
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FIRE SIMULATION FOR EXPLOSION CONTAINMENT
Our customer is a government lab working in development of rockets and
missiles and its various components. The customer has an enclosed and
segregated facility to store the rocket propellants for long duration. The
storage facility has various safety measures and failure of these safety
measures was to be simulated to predict the damages due to fire and
resulting catastrophic events in presence of high energy materials. Zeus
Numerix is engaged in analysis of the fire breakout in the propellant
storage facility. The facility has a pit for storage of combustible materials
and a blast gallery. The pit and blast gallery are connected to a few blast
valves that get opened in case the pressure difference and temperature
inside the pit reaches a specific value. The blast gallery has vertical shafts
to expel out the burned propellant.
Zeus Numerix has conducted an unsteady computational fluid dynamics
study to predict the overpressure generated in the enclosed facility. As an
initial condition a fire was started in the simulation with combustible high
energy materials being present in the vicinity. The contaminant room has
a SS door that prevents the transfer of high-pressure gases in safe zone.
Simulations were done for the blast valves open failure condition.
Analysis is also performed for SS door failure condition. Time history of
pressure and temperature rise at various locations inside the pit are
estimated using unsteady CFD analysis.

Figure 88: Time history plot of overpressure
The customer was provided the consolidated report containing the
simulation results having time history data of pressure and temperature
rise. Aminations of the fire breakout under blast valves open and failed
conditions, and ventilating fire through the vertical shafts were also
delivered. This helped in establishing more robust safety mechanisms.
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AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF AIR-TO-AIR BVR MISSILE
Our customer is a premier Defence organization that develops state of
the art missile systems. They are engaged with development of beyond
visual-range air-to-air (BVR) missile. Being guided to hit a moving target,
it undertakes high angle of attack maneuvers at supersonic speeds. It was
thought that presence of external protrusions like wire tunnels and
launch shoes may generates lateral instability making it difficult to guide
the missile. In order to maintain control effectiveness through guidance
algorithm, it was therefore, necessary to characterize the lateral forces
and rolling moment on the missile at extreme flight conditions.
Zeus Numerix recommended high fidelity turbulent viscous CFD
simulation of the missile as flow separation and its interference was
expected due to presence of multiple control surfaces. Zeus Numerix
opted for its proprietary pre-processor (GridZ™, structured multi-block
mesh), CFD solver (FlowZ™, compressible and parallel) and postprocessor (ViewZ™) modules of CFDExpert™ for the simulations. The
simulation matrix of 31 CFD runs, as well as grid independence and
validation studies, was completed within two months on in-house HPC.

Figure 89: Flow features around the supersonic BVR missile
Customer was provided with tabulated static aero- dynamics coefficients
along with a detailed and thorough analysis of results including
component loads and it characteristics. The forces and moment from
protruding components as a function of Mach number, angle of attack
and missile roll orientation was of particular interest to the customer as
it helped to modify the guidance law.
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ESTIMATION OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR ANTITANK GUIDED MISSILE
Our customer is the nodal agency for the production of munitions and
missile systems. They are also involved in indigenization and design
improvement of anti-tank guided missile (ATGM) systems. As an
important step in design enhancement, customer wishes to characterize
the aerodynamic of the current ATGM and establish its control law. Due
to the underlying accuracy, it was decided to employ CFD technique for
this purpose.
Zeus Numerix employed its proprietary CFD simulation tools for
generation of aerodynamic coefficients. The structured multi-block mesh
was generated using GridZ, whereas, in-house Navier Stokes
compressible solver, FlowZ, calculated aerodynamic forces and moment
at variety of flight speeds and angle of attacks. The results were analyzed
for flow separation at blending surface, effect of fairings on drag and
estimation of base drag. Similar study was carried out for an elongated
configuration, wherein, reduction in drag could be attributed to reduction
in flow separation region.

Figure 90: (a) Structured multi-block volume mesh (b) Pressure
distribution on symmetry plane
Customer was delivered with a detailed aerodynamic study report. The
report analyzed the aerodynamics of two ATGM configurations by
comparing respective drag accumulation curve. Moreover, the customer
used the data for designing the wire-guided control law. The experience
gathered in the current study has been put to use for ab-initio design of
advanced ATGM.
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CUSTOMIZED SOFTWARE FOR AERO STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS OF FLIGHT VEHICLES
Our customer is a premier Defence organization involved in the
development of state-of-art rockets and launcher systems. They have
been performing structural analysis on their artillery rocket designs based
on empirical calculations for aerodynamic loads. There was a need to
incorporate more realistic modeling of aerodynamic loads for conducting
more accurate structural analysis. Accurate aerodynamic loads can be
generated easily using CFD. There was thus a need to bridge the gap
between CFD outputs and structural analysis inputs.
Zeus Numerix developed a generic software package to facilitate the CFD
analysis of the flight vehicles based on unstructured hybrid meshes. The
software accepts surface meshes in STL format as input and is able to
generate boundary layer and tetrahedral meshes with minimal user
intervention. The CFD solver developed can handle the entire flow
regime. A tool to transfer loads generated by CFD onto FEM meshes was
also developed and integrated.

Figure 91: (a) Hybrid volume mesh generated using CFD package
(b) Schematic of load transfer
The customer was provided with the generic package for conducting aero
structural analysis. For their rocket configuration, aerodynamic loads
from CFD were directly imported in third party FE analysis package for
structural analysis. The client is now able to carry out critical structural
analysis at peak flight condition without any assumption on aerodynamic
loads.
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CORRECTION FACTORS FOR SOLID ROCKET PERFORMANCE
PREDICTION CODE
Our customer is involved in design and realization of solid propellant
rocket motors for all kind of mission critical missiles. One of the steps in
conceptualization of rocket motor is determination of propellant
composition that gives desired performance indicators i.e. specific
impulse (Isp) and characteristic velocity (C). Customer has been utilizing
an open source chemical equilibrium code (NASA CEC / CEA2) for
estimating propellant performance. Though nominally successful, there
have existed significant differences in absolute performance values when
compared against experimental data. Customer sought to improve the
prediction accuracy of the legacy code by incorporating certain correction
factors.
Having realized that equilibrium code is based on assumption of ideal
conversion of energy from chemical to thermal to mechanical, Zeus
Numerix identified three types of correction factors that correspond to
inefficiencies in a practical rocket motor. These were namely (i) effect of
ambient pressure (ii) combustion efficiency factor, and (iii) nozzle
efficiency factor. The factors were statistically benchmarked with
experimental trial data and were implemented in the Fortran based code.

Figure 92: Solid rocket motor propulsion schematic
Customer was delivered with an improved version of solid propellant
performance code. It was made possible for user to supply the efficiency
factors through a graphical user interface. The code helped reduce the
differences between theoretical and experimental performance
parameters.
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SOFTWARE FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF SOLID
PROPELLANT ROCKET
Quick performance analysis of design of slender body projectiles in
particular, rocket and missile is a primary requirement for our customer
in Defence industry. Aerodynamic calculations and structural estimation
are the starting step in the design cycle. At present, two approaches for
aerodynamic calculation, namely wind-tunnel tests and CFD, are available
at client’s disposal, but both methods are expensive and time consuming.
Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic performance comes as an
alternate to save time and money.
Zeus Numerix developed customized software, which has four modules
namely: Aerodynamic, Structural, Internal Ballistics and Dynamics
integrated through a common user interface. The Aerodynamic module
was purely based on empirical relations. The structural module estimates
the inertial properties of various components of the rocket. The internal
ballistics tool produces the pressure-time curves for finocyl grain
configuration. The dynamics module uses the outputs from the other
three modules and predicts the max range and velocity profile.

Figure 93: (a) Snapshot of rocket design software (b) Predicted
range and velocity profile
The customer was provided with the customized software. It is a GUI
driven software which a designer can use to produce preliminary design
for solid propellant rockets. The software has now become an integrated
part of the design process of a solid propellant rocket.
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PREDICTION OF LINER EROSION FROM ROCKET PLUME
IMPINGEMENT
Our customer is engaged with development of naval platform-based air
Defence systems. One of the critical issues relates to management of
rocket plume as it lifts off from the platform. The plume is diverted back
to open atmosphere by way of curved deflector plates. The plates are
protected from extreme thermal effects of plume impingement by
applying a coating of suitable liner material. Selection of liner materials
and their thickness at various regions of deflector plates requires precise
estimation of their erosion during each rocket launch. It is not practical to
experimentally evaluate liner performances in such a setup for obvious
reasons.
Zeus Numerix developed a mathematical model to simulate melting and
erosion of liner due to thermal effects during rocket launch. The model
was based on Landau transformation of transient heat transfer equation
with moving boundary. The methodology was validated against the
experimental erosion data generated during SPREE studies by NASA.
Finally, the model was applied for customer’s rocket launch scenario and
three different liner materials were evaluated.

Figure 94: (a) Schematic of deflector - SPREE studies (b) Schematic
of plume management system
The customer was provided with the prediction on erosion depths and
temperature variations in different type of liners at different regions of
plume deflector plates. Accordingly, recommendations were made on
thickness of the liners to be used such that weight penalty from liners is
minimum. The customer used this study to obtain approval for rocket
plume management system from a safety review panel.
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ASSESSMENT OF NOSE SHAPE AND TAPER ON
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY OF MISSILES
Our customer is engaged in development of strategic guided missile
systems. These missiles will travel at hypersonic speeds with interception
range up to 5000 Km. Such missiles do not feature control surfaces such
as tail fins as they are ineffective in high altitude rarified atmosphere.
Stability is ensured by correct selection of nose shape and appropriate
taper at rear. During its preliminary design stage, it was decided to
employ CFD method to find suitable configuration.
Zeus Numerix employed its proprietary CFD simulation tools for
generation of stability coefficients. Structured multi-block mesh was
generated using GridZ, whereas, in-house Navier Stokes compressible
solver, FlowZ, calculated aerodynamic forces and moment at hypersonic
speeds. The results were analyzed for stability margin and aerodynamic
heating rates at nose region. The study considered multiple nose types as
well as taper angles during design iterations.

Figure 95: Validation results on a NASA benchmark configuration
Customer was delivered with a detailed aerodynamic study report. The
report concluded with recommendation on nose shape and taper angle
that provides stability margin during the glide phase of missile. The
customer proceeded with design of other stage of the missile and
detailed engineering.
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AERO-ELASTICITY ANALYSIS OF SPINNING PROJECTILE
This work was pursued in order to develop in-house capability in the area
of aeroelasticity of rockets and missiles. The aerodynamic lift of rocket
body, esp. on nose and tail, contribute to the rocket bending
deformation, causing forward shift of rocket XCp. The analysis focuses on
estimation of divergence velocity, i.e. when XCp coincides with CG and
thus, on overall stability of rocket during flight. The current work was of
interest to our customer from Defence sector, who is engaged with
development of higher impulse, higher speed and longer-range artillery
rocket.
Zeus Numerix developed an aero-elasticity analysis tool based on the
mode summation method. Finite element model using standard beam
elements was employed. The following fundamental was solved as an
Eigen value problem: [Φ]T([K]-(qdS)[CNα])[φ]=0. The tool estimated the
dynamic divergence pressure (pressure at which the structural restoring
moments are exceeded by the aerodynamic moments) and zeta factor
(ratio of flexible lift force to rigid lift force).

Figure 96: (a) Flow over tail unit of projectile (b) Various mode
shapes of the fins
Customer supplied the input data such as length wise distribution of EI,
mass and aerodynamic coefficient. A particularly good agreement of
results i.e. Q divergence, zeta factor and shift of CG was achieved. The
safety factor for body divergence was more than 10, hence the projectile
was deemed free from aero-elastic divergence. The work has been
extended to account for thrust imbalances, rotation and full transient
analysis.
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ASSESSMENT OF FIN DESIGNS FOR SPINNING ARTILLERY
ROCKET
Our customer is a Defence establishment engaged in modification of their
multi-barrel artillery rockets for longer range. It would require the rockets
to attain higher Mach numbers and therefore, higher spin rates. The
customer resolved the corresponding issues of lower static margin and
higher Magnus forces by redesigning the stabilizer fin design. They
engaged Zeus Numerix for aerodynamic evaluation of candidate fin
design using CFD.
It was expected that the difference in aero coefficients between some of
the candidate fin designs may turn out to be exceedingly small. Therefore,
a simulation approach was adopted where contribution from numerical
uncertainties like mesh distribution, turbulence model and convergence
criteria were minimized. Zeus Numerix opted for structured multi-block
mesh generation for a precise control on mesh distribution and
refinement. Proprietary compressible solver was used for bulk
simulations that exploited parallel computers for quick turnaround time.

Figure 97: (a) Structured mesh around fin assembly (b) Flow
pattern in wake
Customer was provided a thorough analysis of CFD results for detailed
discussion on aerodynamic aspect of candidate fin designs. Variation of
sensitive aerodynamic parameters such as roll moment and Magnus
forces were keenly monitored. Appropriateness of selected fin design was
confirmed during successful launch of this long-range artillery rocket.
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THERMO-STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF CRACKING OF
NOZZLE THROAT INSERT
Our customer is involved in user trials of solid propellant rocket motors
towards acceptance of production lots. During static firing, cracking and
scooping of throat material is sometimes reported. It was felt that
phenomena might be due to incompatibility of material with stress and
thermal loading existing inside the nozzle. Customer sought to study this
problem using Design of Experiment (DOE) approach to identify best
material composition.
Zeus Numerix first obtained pressure and heat flux distribution inside the
nozzle using viscous compressible CFD simulation on proprietary package.
Transient thermal analysis and structural analysis of nozzle section was
conducted using FEM approach. Stresses so obtained were compared
against shock resistance criteria to predict cracking phenomena. Finally,
the material properties were varied to identify the most sensitive
parameter.

Figure 98: (a) Distribution of heat transfer coefficient on nozzle
surface (b) Displacement profile of throat under thermal stress
For the available candidate materials, Zeus Numerix reported Crack
Initiation Factor. Their relative values matched with the trends observed
during static trials. Of various techniques of DoE, ‘one at a time’ technique
was used. Optimum material properties have been identified and based
on them the customer started development of new material.
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OPTIMIZATION OF TAIL DESIGN FOR NAVAL ROCKET FOR
DEVIATION CORRECTION
Our customer is a premier Defence establishment involved in the design
and development of Rockets for naval applications. The rocket is roll
stabilized and it is assumed that Coriolis force due to rotation and thrust
misalignment are responsible for drift in the rocket trajectory. Aim of the
project is to suggest solutions for deviation reduction especially by
redesigning the fin and nozzle. This means changing the number, cant
angle, thickness (weight) of the fins that would lead to change in
aerodynamic characteristics, structural safety, stability margin and
trajectory of the rocket. Sensitivity of flight due to changes in propulsion
was required to be estimated to find solutions.
Zeus Numerix employed structured multi-block mesh with cell size of 5.2
million and Pseudo Incompressible solver to carry out the viscous CFD
analysis using its proprietary software FlowZ™. CFD loads were
transferred to FEM software for structural analysis to validate the
integrity of rocket. Xcp was calculated using CFD and was found to be safe
for all the configurations simulated. 6-DoF model was developed to study
and validate the performance using sensitivity analysis by varying
different parameters including propulsion, wind etc.

Figure 99: (a) Flow distribution inside ring tail with 8 fins (b)
structural analysis of the rocket
Zeus Numerix provided recommendation on the type and number of fins.
Nozzle deviation was modeled for thrust misalignment behaviors and
sensitivity analysis done for ISO MET, METCM, pitch and yaw rate
variations, and mass imbalance. The customer used this study to modify
the configuration. Coupled with their own, the result is more than
80percentage reduction in drift in actual test firing.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
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DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF ROCKET
LOADER
Our customer is a defence research laboratory involved in the design and
development of rockets. This particular rocket is loaded into the rocket
pod after completion of assembly including the filling of propellant.
Previous loading process was manual and sometimes caused the slipping
of rockets causing damage to the propellant grain. The lab wanted a
loader to be developed where the loading operation would be semiautomatic and risk free. Due to the presence of propellant, it was required
that rocket be loaded by the human power and not machine.
The major design challenge was to design and fabricate a machine that
can take care of small clearance of 0.5 mm in 5 m length of the rocket.
The rocket must also be oriented such that the guide studs present on the
rocket slide into the slots provided in the pod. The loader required
modular construction to enable loading of both the rows and three
columns.

Figure 100: Loader structure with rocket being loaded
Kinematic design of entire structure was done. Trolley for support of pod
and rocket loading trays were designed. The trays were made to be height
adjustable and were free to have lateral motion. FEM analysis was done
to see the deflections and fine tune the places where strengthening was
needed. After the design review, manufacturing was done for the both
trolleys, trays, and other paraphernalia. The loader has been successfully
fabricated and tested for loading of all six pods. The system is saving time
to load and is safer with substantially reduced manual effort.
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------------------------------◼
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PROCESS ANALYSIS OPTIMIZATION & SOFTWARE FOR
SRP MIXING
Our customer is a premier Defense Design and Development organization
in India. They were engaged in using a planetary kneading type mixer for
mixing solid rocket propellant. The customer wanted to optimize the
mixing process. Optimization of mixing time and mixing speed for each
mixing stage to achieve required homogeneity was to be developed. CFD
Analysis was to be carried out to optimize the addition sequence to
achieve desired homogeneity index with minimum mixing time.
Zeus Numerix as a first step developed a kinematic code which solves the
instantaneous orientation of the blades at any given time. The basic
algorithm used to carry out CFD analysis was to establish the flow and
later solve the Scalar Transport Equations (STE) to calculate the variation
of homogeneity. Laminar based CFD analysis was used to establish
propellant mixing flow pattern. The STE solved for each orientation, to
simulate the whole mixing cycle. The homogeneity index of the mixture
was defined using Intensity of Segregation.

Figure 101: Strain Rate Contours
Zeus Numerix developed and delivered to the client a custom software –
OPTIMIXZ, for the process optimization. For the given inputs, the
software predicted the mixing time to reach 85% homogeneity was 72
minutes. The software has the capability to predict mixing time for
desired homogeneity and vice versa. Software can be used to find relative
improvement of each mixing stages by varying each parameter one at a
time.
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TECHNOLOGY:
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CERTIFICATION OF LAUNCHER AND MISSILE FOR SAFE
FLIGHT AND SEPARATION
Missile launcher integrated to a platform requires adapter to connect it
to pylon. The missile is mounted on the rails of the launcher. Due to
presence of control surfaces, it is seen in literature that the separation
may be non-monotonic. Hence, the forces require a thorough study of the
adapter to confirm its structural integrity during flight and CFD studies to
estimate safe separation. Initial studies are done for benign flight
conditions to be followed by aggressive maneuvers during release.
Critical load cases for the adapter were taken from MIL-STD8591 and the
platform flight envelope. Wherever there was deviation in the loading
conditions, higher value was taken for simulation. Loading conditions
consisted of pullout, pushover, bank-to-bank roll, and aerodynamic loads
etc. FEM analysis of adapter for loading conditions for obtaining the mode
shapes, random vibration analysis and fatigue was completed. Areas of
high stress concentration were specifically marked. After adapter
structural certification, safe rail launched separation analysis for missile
was done for cruise conditions. The simulation considered the tip-off of
the missile due to gap between rail and missile shoes. After the
constrained motion in the rails, full 6DOF simulation was done for safe
separation. Simulation was stopped after the missile successfully cleared
the aircraft.

Figure 102: Generic image of aircraft firing missile
The project involved review by multiple agencies and coordination with
partners doing experiments. In the reports submitted, adapter was found
to be safe. Separation was found safe for the benign flight conditions
given in the study.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS

PLUME IMPINGEMENT AND HANG FIRE CONDITIONS
STUDIES FOR MISSILE-PLATFORM INTEGRATION
Our customer is a large defence OEM involved in the integration of missile
with the platform. Since the missile propulsion starts at the initial stages,
it is believed that it may affect the aircraft. It is required to assess the
effect of radiation from missile plume on the aircraft and its components.
The position of the plume with respect to the aircraft is to be checked for
any interference of the plume with the aircraft. Missile certification is
required for the hang fire condition.
Exhaust composition of the missile plume, exit supersonic Mach number,
and plume shape at particular altitude is given as input. The plume has
few percent solid particles like Alumina that eject at high speed.
Emissivity of the plume is calculated that is in turn used to calculate the
radiative heat flux. To check for the interference of the plume with the
aircraft and its components, the temperature field of the missile exhaust
is extracted and superimposed on ambient temperature field in volume
mesh around the aircraft. The temperature distribution in the aircraft
body is predicted by carrying out a transient heat conduction simulation
with initial temperature as ambient.

Figure 103: Temperature distribution (actual images not shown)
It is observed that the effect of radiation from the plume of missile is
largely felt by the launcher. Plume effect on the aircraft and its
components was minimal. The study established that the aircraft was safe
in the hang fire condition and hence the approval for flight test was given.
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------------------------------◼
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TRAJECTORY PREDICTION OF STORE SEPARATING FROM
AIRCRAFT
Our customer is an establishment that evaluates aircrafts and systems for
induction into services. An important aspect of integrating a jettison-able
store is its ability to separate safely when released from parent aircraft.
Ensuring a safe separation requires precise estimation of trajectory of the
store under actual flight conditions. Wind tunnel experiments cannot
generate these trajectories due to dynamic nature and carrying out flight
tests without estimating separation behavior is dangerous.
Zeus Numerix carried out CFD simulations to compute time accurate
trajectories of stores using proprietary solver comprising of automated
pre-processor, implicit compressible CFD solver and 6-DoF dynamics
solver. The methodology was validated against trajectory data of a store
from actual flight test. The analysis was carried out for 2 new low drag
stores under investigation with the help of a simulation matrix. The
simulation matrix was designed in a way to understand the effect of
altitude, Mach number, angle of attack and side slip angle on the
separation behavior of new stores.

Figure 104: Dynamics of Store Separating from Platform
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The customer was provided with detailed analysis of the vital dynamics
parameters that ensured the safe separation of the stores. Extremely
critical trends were obtained that established the relation between safe
separation and flight conditions. Customer obtained certification for
integration of the stores.
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-------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
FLUID DYNAMICS AND HEAT
TRANSFER

FLEXIBLE PLUME CODE DEVELOPMENT
Zeus Numerix embarked on a technology development project for
software development on simulating the behavior of flexible plume. The
purpose was to enhance the internal expertise to predict the flexible
plume path. Missile trajectory and plume characteristics are used to
estimate the path of flexible plume coming out of a missile.
The code is based on the particle tracking method already in use at Zeus
Numerix. The first particle that emanates from the missile nozzle is
tracked with respect to time. Combining plume sections corresponding to
the time missile has travelled, results in flexible plume. Missile trajectory
data like translation motion, Euler angles and velocities are taken as input
along with the plume characteristics like core jet velocity, core jet
temperature and radius at different longitudinal sections. Plume data is
then interpolated. Euler rotation of plume coordinates are used to predict
the translation of plume coordinates to CG location. The obtained flexible
plume path is validated against the missile linear and circular trajectory.

Figure 105: Comparison of trajectory and flexible plume path
A consolidated report is generated by Zeus Numerix representing the
results of prediction of flexible plume with respect to time. Animations
showing the path of flexible plume are created for better visualization.
Plot showing the comparison of missile trajectory and flexible plume path
is generated for linear and circular missile trajectory. The code will now
be used for live projects of store separation where the propulsion
engages at the time of launch.
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------------------------------◼
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
MACHINE LEARNING

DEMONSTRATION OF MACHINE LEARNING FOR SEA ASSET
IDENTIFICATION
Target Identification refers to the ability to detect characteristics like
thermal signature, shape edges and motion to distinguish target from the
background. Data, feature, decision, or information fusion is necessary
for high confidence target classification to be achieved using multiple
sensors and sensor modalities. The architecture of target identification
can be divided into three functional blocks: i) data acquisition ii) signal
processing iii) target recognition and tracking. The task is to systematically
analyse, locate and label a particular target among non-targets in a scene.
Target recognition and tracking is done using feature extraction and
selection: the extraction of a set of numbers which characterize regions
of data. It then processes the features for decision making (classification).
Classification of individual pixels is the primary task to which several
approaches exist. Targets are represented by little number of pixels in
SAR/ISAR images. Target features are calculated with the help of few
methods such as statistical classification models, image processing
techniques (SAR/ISAR, photographic), neural networks and multisource
data integration.

Figure 106: (a)Ships, confusers, similar structures, partial ships;
For a satellite imagery-based target identification (b) The
convolution process used for feature extraction
An image database contains images of multiple objects where sensors
perceive images from same or different angles. Testing is done using the
created database as input data. The parameters that could be changed in
the testing are neural networks input layer size, size of training and
testing. The reflected signal in visual sensors carry much information
about the target which can be utilized for solving the target identification
problem.
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------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
MACHINE LEARNING

CLIMATOLOGICAL SPATIAL DATA MAPPING USING
MACHINE LEARNING
Climatological Data is gathered using devices like Radiosonde. This
gathered data, given its resolution settings, need not be accurate or
complete because of reasons such as an error in the measuring system,
temporary failure of the system, and so on. There also might be instances
where a different resolution of Data, from the one collected, is required
or the Data is not sufficient for some applications. To tackle such
problems Machine-Learning algorithms are used.
Machine-Learning algorithms such as Support Vector Regression,
Random-Forrest, Decision-trees, Recurrent Neural Networks are used for
interpolation and prediction of Climatological Data. A generalized
Machine-Learning process is shown in the flow-chart below. Such
processes are used to fill gaps or to extrapolate the available Data as per
one's requirement.

Figure 107: Machine Learning Process
The result that one gets by performing such ML processes on
climatological data can be used to get insight into how the atmosphere of
the considered region behaves under various circumstances. For
instance, one could explain high levels of humidity due to the presence of
a water body nearby, or the variation in temperature of a region
throughout the day due to the varying solar radiations in the same span
of the day. One could also understand the effects of certain atmospheric
parameters on long term variations like global warming.
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------------------------------◼
OFFERINGS:
ENGINEERING SIMULATION
SERVICES
------------------------------◼
TECHNOLOGY:
ELECTROMAGNETICS

WORKSHOP ON RADAR CROSS SECTION ESTIMATION
USING NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES
Our customers in Defence organizations have announced low observable
technologies as one of its thrust area. The technology i.e. low visibility on
the RADAR, is of paramount importance in the design of fifth generation
fighter aircrafts, missiles, and naval systems. Low Radar Cross Section
(RCS) is obtained for system by careful design of shape, selection of
material and identification of the frequency range at which the
illumination is happening. Due to the importance of the subject ERIPR
DRDO HQ decided to partially sponsor a workshop with an objective to
acquaint the participants in theoretical aspects of various numerical
techniques that are used in estimation of RCS.
This workshop was conducted jointly by IIT Bombay, Defence Laboratory
Jodhpur and Zeus Numerix. Faculty members from IIT Bombay delivered
theory lectures, whereas and DLJ sharing their research in stealth. Zeus
Numerix showcased indigenous capability in predicting RCS and
conducted practical hands-on sessions for the participants. Zeus Numerix
demonstrated low to high frequencies simulation using its Finite Volume,
Physical Optics and Finite Difference Solvers along with material
characterization capability.

Figure 108: Inauguration function of workshop and UAV RCS
Success of the workshop was gauged from the fact that more than 20
organizations participated. Various participants desired follow up
workshop to be conducted at their organization for in depth coverage of
their specific applications.
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CFD WORKSHOP AT ADHIYAMAAN COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING
Our partner in conducting a three-day CFD workshop is an educational
institute of national repute. The institute is committed to excellence in
research and development with regular interaction with industries. To
sustain competitive advantage of its students, the institute took an
initiative to conduct a CFD workshop. They partnered with Zeus Numerix,
the only indigenous developer of CFD products in India.
Zeus Numerix conducted a three-day workshop at college premises which
was attended by 35 students and also by faculty members from other
colleges. The morning sessions of the workshop covered theory of flow
solvers, mesh generations and numerical algorithms. The afternoon
sessions were hands-on, where participants solved typical industrial
problems on Zeus Numerix’ proprietary package, CFDExpert-Lite™.

Figure 109: Zeus Numerix expert addressing faculty and students
during workshop
The college and participants were provided with license of CFDExpert-Lite
to enable them to practice CFD simulations post workshop. The
uniqueness of the workshop that offered theory, hands-on and software
product was generally appreciated by the participants. As a part of its
vision, Zeus Numerix conducts couple of such workshops every year.
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WORKSHOP ON MULTI-DISCIPLINARY DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION
Our customer is a leading manufacturer of civil and defence aerospace
vehicles. The customer is in process of design and development of new
generation platforms to maintain the competitive edge in the market.
Many of the simulation tools are require manual intervention and the
customer wished that the engineers be trained in their own premises with
simulation techniques offering multi-disciplinary design optimization
(MDO) approach.
Zeus Numerix divided the workshop in two parts i.e. Theory and Practical.
Theory sessions started with the introduction to MDO techniques and
various modeling and simulations that can be coupled with them. These
sessions included mathematics of optimization techniques with faculty
from IIT Bombay and Zeus. The methods included Gradient based,
Genetic and Particle Swarm optimization techniques. Besides theory,
practical sessions by ZN engineers covered various computer languages
and case studies. CDAC, Bangalore presented utilization of HPC.

Figure 110: Optimization of Low Noise Wing using MDO
More than 15 engineers benefited from the course with 80percentage
rating to the course content and teaching. Workshop has encouraged the
customer engineers to generate their own MDO framework.
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Diverse Needs,
Converged Solution

Zeus Numerix is …
▪ CEMILAC (DRDO, Govt of India) certified design company
▪ Lockheed Martin India Innovation Growth Medal Winner
▪ DSIR (Govt of India) recognized R&D Company
▪ All simulation and design products “MADE IN INDIA”
▪ Experience of ~225 Strategic Sector and ~250 industrial projects
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